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SMITH MILLENNIUM BRIDGE REPORT
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
On June 8, 2001 the new Smith Millennium Bridge was formerly dedicated. The
original Smith Bridge was closed due to concern over structural integrity by the Board
of Selectman in 1991. The old bridge was destroyed by arson on April 16, 1993. The
new Smith Millennium Bridge, considered by many as the strongest covered bridge in
the world, was completed two years and ten months after ground breaking.
The Dedication Day ceremonies commenced at nine in the morning with tours
guided by members of the Plymouth Regional High School National Honor society.
Music was provided by the Plymouth Elementary School Jazz Band, The High School
Chorale, The New England Dixieland All-Stars and the Baker Valley Marching Band.
The official welcome was delivered by former Town of Plymouth Administrator
Merelise O'Connor who led the gathering in the Pledge ofAllegiance followed by pre-
sentation of the Colors by the New Hampshire Army National Guard.
Justice William F. Batchelder, New Hampshire Supreme Court, Retired gave the
keynote address and reflected on the history of bridges over the Baker River at the
location. The Invocation was delivered by The Reverend Judith Gooch of the
Plymouth Congregational Church-UCC.
Time capsules prepared by the children at Plymouth Elementary School and The
Town of Plymouth were buried at the site to be opened in 2026. A Ribbon Cutting
motorcade followed by a Cavalcade of Transportation passed over the bridge featuring
all the modes of transport the bridges spanning the Baker River have seen throughout
the two hundred years a bridge has been at the location.
It is estimated that over 2500 people visited the bridge on dedication day. Our
goal was to include all our citizens in the party with an emphasis on involving as many
of the children of the area as possible. The tremendous enthusiasm displayed by all
was testimony to the significance of this structure.
The Dedication Committee worked tirelessly for two months putting the program
together and many additional volunteers gave their time on Dedication Day to make it
a success.
Dedication Committee:
Fred Gould-Chair, Marilyn Ashley, Trudy Cote, Robert Crowley, Winston
Dallaire, Retha Fields, Pam Gould, Peter LeBlanc, Charlie McLoud, Jan
Montague, Richard Piper, Steven Temperino, and Brian Thibeault.
Dedication Day Volunteers:
Nancy Brogren, Miriam Downs, Micky Giunta, Winnie Hohlt, Allan Hohlt,
Richard Hurwitz, Neil Mclver, Leslie Mclver, Kimberly McLoud, Lois McLoud,
Bradley Sack, Julie Shields, Lettie Trespasz, Carlie Wolfe and Jen Bentwood.
Special thanks to the merchants and contractors who purchased program ads that
gave us the working capital to scale up the program. No taxpayer funds were used for
the event. Also, Our thanks to Mary Crowely of True Colors for the generous support
given the Committee and the outstanding Program of Events produced.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick H. Gould





SEA Consultants, Inc, Ryan-Biggs Associates, 3-G Construction, Inc., Hiltz
Construction, Inc., Unadilla Laminated Products, Heflin & Montgomery
Associates, Construx, Inc., and BAC Killam.
Bridge Design Advisory Committee:
Richard Piper-Chair, Fred Gould, Charles McLoud, Brian Thibeault-Safety
Advisor, Susan Tucker-Artistic Advisor, Trudy Cote, Janice Gallinger, and Rich
Gonsalves.
Smith Bridge Historical Committee:
John Alger, Henry Ahern, Cindy Downing, Louise Remington, and Candy Thun.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




As Governor ofNew Hampshire, it is a sincere pleasure to congratulate the
Town of Plymouth upon the successful completion of the Smith Millennium
Bridge.
Like many New Hampshire towns, Plymouth has a long and proud history.
The original Smith Bridge built in 1825, contributed greatly to region's early
growth. Following the closure and subsequent destruction of the bridge, the
desire to replace the fallen structure was apparent.
The people of Plymouth are to be commended for their foresight in the
planning and construction of the Smith Millennium Bridge. The Smith
Millennium Bridge combines traditional design with modern technology and
building techniques to create a structure that is both sturdy and picturesque.
In today's fast paced and ever-changing world, it is important to pause for
a moment and reflect on the significance of the Smith Millennium Bridge. When
we do, it becomes quite clear that Plymouth honors its rich past and has the ability
to adapt successfully in today's high-tech world.
On behalf of the State of New Hampshire, I again congratulate Plymouth




STATE HOUSE. CONCORD, NH 03301 (603) 2712121
TDDAccmi R*Ly NH 1 800 735-2964
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
l K>\ s. KENISON
COMMISSIONER
June 8, 2001
To the citizens of the Town of Plymouth and the State ofNew Hampshire:
It is with great pleasure that I join you, of behalf of the New Hampshire Department of
Transportation (NHDOT), in celebrating the completion of the Smith Millennium
Covered Bridge.
As Acting Commissioner and Chief Engineer for the NHDOT, I can confidently state that
this impressive structure sets a new standard for covered bridges nationwide, both in
appearance and in engineering excellence. It combines the historically proven qualities
of a wooden covered bridge with more modern amenities such as lighting for the interior
travel way and the exterior sidewalk.
The quality of the craftsmanship in the new bridge is unsurpassed, from the stone
masonry of Hayden Hillsgrove Stone Masonry of North Sandwich, New Hampshire to
the erection of the bridge by 3-G Construction of Holderness, New Hampshire.
I want to congratulate everyone who has been involved in this project, from design to
construction, including the Smith Bridge Restoration Committee and the Smith Bridge
Advisory Committee, several employees of the NH Department of Transportation, and
the many companies, including the general contractor, E.D. Swett, Inc., of Concord, New
Hampshire, who have worked so hard on this project.
The new Smith Millennium Covered Bridge is a magnificent treasure for both the Town
of Plymouth and the State ofNew Hampshire that both honors the past and looks to the
future. It is a transportation landmark that will long be a destination attraction for visitors
to the Plymouth area and a source of pride for local residents for generations to come.






JOHN O. MORTON BUILDING - 1 HAZEN DRIVE - P.O. BOX 483 - CONCORD, N.H. 03302-0483
TELEPHONE: 603-271-3734 FAX: 603-271-3914 TDD ACCESS: RELAY NH 1-800-735-2964
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What Makes a Bridge?
Construction Facts and Figures
The Smith Millennium Bridge is aptly named.
It is a marriage of traditional covered bridge designs but incorporates modern computer-
aided design techniques and high technology wood products.
The abutments supporting the span contains 750,000 pounds of steel piling driven
to a depth of 155 feet, then encased in 1,660 tons of concrete. In comparison, the
abutments for the 1850 Smith Bridge used cut granite blocks set a few feet into the river
bed. (Notably, the old abutments are still functional a few yards upstream and have
barely moved in nearly 150 years.)
The new bridge was designed using computer-aided design tools, and the wood
components were then cut and shaped from these patterns using pressure laminated
southern pine. They were then numbered and transported to the site, where they were
assembled like a giant puzzle using a "key" sheet.
First, a steel platform was installed over the river between the abutments, followed by a
scaffolding. Using the scaffolding, workers began assembling the arches. Long Trusses,
patented in the early 1800s by Colonel Stephen Harriman Long, were then added inside
and outside the arches, a method first used by famed designer Nicholas Montgomery Powers.
The completed assembly bears almost all of the bridge s weight over the water.
Powers also developed a system of components interlocked with wedges and "keys" and
it is the combination of the interlocked arches and trusses that gives the bridge its great
strength. The trusses support the roadway, a four-foot-thick complex of framing covered by
two opposing runs of pine and topped by a road surface of 2" x 6" oak laid transverse on
edge. Transverse means from side to side across the bridge rather than the original bridge s
roadbed of boards laid lengthwise from end to end.
The new bridge contains approximately 450 tons of wood products. With roofing and
other materials, the total weight is nearly one million pounds or 500 tons.
The Smith Millennium Bridge is the only timber bridge designed to meet federal
highway bridge specification HS20, the same design specification used on major interstate
highways, meaning it can carry all legal loads as defined by federal law.
The New Hampshire Department of Transportation anticipates a design life of 100
to 150 years before major renovations will be required. Comparable steel and concrete
bridges have an estimated design life of forty to fifty years. But given that the original
bridge using 1850 design and construction techniques lasted 140 years with only
minimal maintenance and repairs, the Smith Millennium Bridge is likely to be in
service two centuries from today.
MEETING SCHEDULE OF
TOWN BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Meets on Monday evenings, 6:00 PM, Meeting Room, Town Hall
(as posted at the Town Hall or call the Selectmen's Office)
PLANNING BOARD
Meets on the 3rd Thursday of each month, 7:00 PM, Meeting Room,
Town Hall
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Contact Chairperson for the location and time.
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Meets on the 2nd Wednesday of each month, 7:00 PM, Parks & Recreation Office
Plymouth Elementary School
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Meets on the 1st Tuesday of each month at 7:00 PM
Town Hall
All other committees meet at the call of the Chairperson.




ELECTED BY BALLOT : EXPIRATION
DATE
Selectmen: (3 year term)
William R. Houle, Chairman 2002
Paul SanSoucie 2003
John H. Tucker 2004
Moderator: (2 year term)
Robert B. Clay 2002
Town Treasurer: (3 year term)
Carol Geraghty 2002
Town Clerk: (3 year term)
Kathleen Latuch 2004
-j
Tax Collector: (3 year term)
Linda Buffington 2004




Trustees of the Trust Fund: (3 year term)
William Crangle 2002
John Noyes (app't to fill vacancy 1-year) 2002
Quentin Blaine 2003
Library Trustees: (3 year term) Cemetery Trustees: (established 1999)
Ted Geraghty ( 3 yr. term) 2002
Gregor Andersen ( 1 yr. term) 2003
John Martinsen — resigned
John Wood (app't to fill vacancy) 2002
ELECTED BY VOTE AT TOWN MEETING:
Advisory Budget Committee: (4 year term)








A. Joan Bowers 2004
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TOWN BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS
APPOINTED:
Planning Board: (3 year term)
William Houle, Selectmen's Rep. 2002
Paul SanSoucie, Selectmen's Rep. Alt. 2001









Zoning Board ofAdjustment: (3 year term)
Ralph Oliver, Chair 2002
Thomas McGlauflin, Vice Chair 2002
F. James Welch, Clerk 2004
Keyle Mabin 2003
Robert Barach 2003
Stephen Kaminski, alternate 2003




Conservation Commission: (3 year term)







Brenda Brown, alternate 2002
Jerry Gontarz, alternate 2002
Parks and Recreation Commission: (3 year term)















Brian Thibeault, Fire Prevention Advisor
















Highway and Public Safety Committee:
Robert MacLeod, Chair






















DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Brian Thibeault
PARKS AND RECREATION DIRECTOR
Larry Gibson

















TOWN OF PLYMOUTH EMPLOYEES
Selectmen's Office:
Elizabeth Corrow, Town Administrator












Eric Hannet, Police Officer
Bonnie Burns, Police Officer
Robert Cormier, Police Officer
Stephanie Magoon, Admin. Assistant
Sarah Jackson, Records Secretary
John Taffner, Parking Enf/Crossing Guard
Roland Morin, Parking Enf/Crossing Guard
Patrick Robinson, Part-time Officer
James MacDonald, Part-time Officer
Richard Brewer, Part-time Officer
Kevin Kay, Part-time Officer
Michael Barney, Part-time Officer





John Keller, Part-time Dispatcher
Dean Chandler, Part-time Dispatcher
Maren Godville, Part-time Dispatcher
Beth Farrell, Part-time Dispatcher
Parke & Recreation:
Larry Gibson, Director
Lisa Fahey-Ash, Program Coordinator








Brian Thibeault, Fire Chief
























Pat Hanscomb, Ass't Librarian


















"Town Clerk: Kathleen Latuch
Ass't Town Clerk: Joan Morabito
"Tax Collector: Linda Buffington
"Town Treasurer: Carol Geraghty
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PLYMOUTH BOARD OF SELECTMEN
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
The turmoil at the beginning of 2001, over the Board's proposed Warrant for FY
2002, certainly tested the mettle of our Department Heads and the Board's ability to
govern effectively and efficiently. Nevertheless, 2001 with a new Town Administrator
turned out to be a year of notable accomplishments.
As a result of the Town Meeting decisions, the Green Street extension plan was
abandoned and the commitments for Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars from Federal
and State funding sources were rescinded. Another One Hundred Ninety Eight
Thousand Dollars from a State Transportation Enhancement grant (TE21) allocated
for North Green Street improvements, based on the recommendations of a TE-2 1 task
force, will be recombined with Seven Hundred Two Thousand Dollars for Main Street
improvements between Court Street and Pearl Street. The Town's matching funds
needed to do this Main Street project in conjunction with NHDOT's pending Pemi
Bridge replacement is included within our capital plan for fiscal years 2003 and 2004.
PSC as a co-applicant for this grant is committed to covering a significant portion of
the matching fund requirements.
As authorized, the BOS proceeded with the demolition of the condemned
Plymouth Inn on South Main Street, eliminating a major fire hazard. This Town
owned parcel will likely be sold in the future when a development proposal is forth
coming that will enhance the economic vitality of that downtown area. In the mean-
time, the Town in conjunction with Main Street Plymouth Inc., a PSC study team and
the property owners along South Main Street are investigating economic revitalization
and mixed-use development potential to increase the tax base within this area.
Design work for the construction of traffic islands and a pedestrian crosswalk at
the East end of Highland street (between the Post Office and the Pemi Bank) to
improve traffic flow and pedestrian safety has been completed and construction will
occur in 2002. Design work is also complete for a new storm drainage system and
roadway - sidewalk reconstruction project along Highland Street between Langdon
and Broadway Streets. This will also be accomplished in 2002.
Roadway resurfacing work completed in 2001 included six streets: Thurlow;
Bartlett; Cummings Hill; Melvin; Stinson and the West end of Highland. Design of a
new bridge structure for New Hebron Road has been completed and construction will
occur in 2002. Other bridge and culvert design work is in progress for Cummings Hill
(Glove Hollow Brook), Morse, Texas Hill and Reservoir Roads. These are all flood
mitigation related projects, primarily financed through FEMA and CDBG funding.
Phase One of the landfill closure project was completed under budget and final
design work related to Phase Two has been completed with construction expected to
begin in the early spring. A State Revolving Loan Fund is in place and other funding
is still being sought to further reduce the Town's cost related to the project.
Our community planning office has had a very busy year with many development
project applications involving new construction and major renovations throughout the
Town. Land use permits were up substantially over the previous year. Civil issues
impeding the Wal-Mart project were resolved and all conditions set forth by the
Planning Board were fulfilled and construction is anticipated to be complete in late
summer 2002.
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With the closure of Solon (Plymouth manufacturing), entrepreneurial interest
shifted from a conceptual Hotel project on South Main Street to one located at the
Solon site on North Main Street. A proposed restaurant-hotel complex for this site
was formally disclosed in December and involves a three million-dollar renovation of
the former mill complex by Mr. Alex Ray of "Common Man" restaurant fame.
The Wilkenson Corporation's decision to mothball its ski area and sell the Tenney
Mountain Resort assets resulted in considerable time being expended to research and
clarify subdivision entities within the resort community to help facilitate its sale to a
new owner. While a buyer did not materialize until late in the year, the prospects relat-
ed to the new owner's plans for the resort appears very encouraging for future real
estate development and ski area improvements.
Additionally, three new business projects were completed on Tenney Mountain
Highway and a Burger King project was approved on Highland Street near Hatch
Plaza. On a note of community sadness, Saliba's business ofmany years in downtown
has closed and the hearts and prayers of our community go out to the family.
Fire and Police departments had a very busy year with situations that could have
been much more serious were it not for their quick response and actions. Life safety
issues are paramount in all towns but a College community presents unique chal-
lenges. Plymouth, with its concentration of off-campus housing and periodic irre-
sponsible behavior by a relatively small number of students have at times stretched to
the limits the capabilities of our department resources, placing our larger residential
and commercial areas at risk. PSC's security force and College officials have been
working with the Board and our Department Chiefs, along with the help of off-cam-
pus property owner's, to deal with this situation. While progress has been made much
more needs to be done.
As a result of discussions between the Cemetery Trustees and the Board, the
supervision of cemetery personnel and administration of cemetery services were
placed under the Parks and Recreation Director. However, these Cemetery activities
and its operational assets will be kept separate from Park and Recreation operations.
The P&R Commissioners concurred with this action. This was done to more effec-
tively coordinate cemetery needs and services with the public and Funeral Directors.
The Town's needs related to code enforcement, after much public discussion, was
incorporated into the functional duties of the Deputy Fire Chief, under the supervision
of the Department Chief, in coordination with the community planner's office. There
is much to do in code enforcement and much has been done already But the code
enforcement process is tedious and can take considerable time if a violating party is
uncooperative and has to be taken to court. But progress is being made, even though
there are still many conspicuous violations throughout the community.
The Town's legal counsel notified the Board of his cessation of services to munic-
ipalities as of year-end. The Board is now examining its needs for legal counsel and
will be making a decision on counsel services in early 2002. A number of law firms
responded to a request for proposals (RFP) at year-end.
The Town's negotiations with our cable service provider were essentially con-
cluded and should be signed in early 2002. In the meantime, work has been steadily
progressing by the provider to upgrade the system to "state of the art technology" for
Plymouth subscribers. Our thanks go out to our representatives that served on a tri-
town committee to negotiate the new contract provisions.
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The Board is also discussing our assessing needs with the Department of Revenue
Administration (DRA) and Municipal Resources Inc. (MRI) in light of legislative
mandates and new DRA administrative rules and requirements. The Board will sub-
sequently negotiate a new contract with MRI when our needs have been clarified. The
Board is also exploring partnership opportunities with other Towns and PSC to reduce
our cost of compliance, particularly as it relates to developing new tax maps to replace
our current antiquated maps. The capital plan has included funding to accomplish this
project.
In 200 1 the Board accepted three new streets (Ledgeside lane, Welch and Clay
Brook) after the abutting property owners financed the rebuilding of the streets to con-
form with current town road construction standards.
The new Smith Millennium Bridge was completed by NHDOT and a State Fish
& Game canoe launch area was established on the northwest side of the bridge. A
bridge dedication ceremony was held on June 8th, with State dignitaries, Town resi-
dents, and local school children in attendance. The day was capped by a "parade of
history" passing through the bridge and ice cream for all attendees. The Town deeply
appreciated the tireless efforts of the dedication ceremony committee and the many
volunteers who assisted them in making the occasion so memorable.
For the third consecutive year, the Town's recycling center has been recognized
for its exemplary operations. This year the State Department of Environmental
Services selected Plymouth as the "best" recycling program in the state. The com-
munity should be very proud of this achievement and the Board commends not only
the Center's manager and employees but also the enthusiastic support of our residents,
educators, students and our senior citizens that led to this State recognition.
The Main Street Plymouth Inc. (MSPI) program was recognized by the NH Main
Street Program as the "best" in the state for the year 2001 . The Board extends its deep
appreciation to the energetic volunteers and supporters of MSPI in their continuing
efforts to strengthen the economic vitality of the Town, enhance the village district
appearance, and the promotion of downtown commerce.
Last but not least, the Board wants to acknowledge our municipal team for its
efforts at cost containment which resulted in $46,567 being returned to the Town's
fund balance at the end of 2001 fiscal year. Additionally, the general revenues to the
Town increased significantly further adding to the fund balance. As a result, $214,166
were used to reduce the Town's tax rate. The growth in the Town's tax base as ofApril
1
st over the preceding year, increased $2,960,287. This figure is expected to increase
significantly over the next two years as recently completed and planned building pro-
jects are added to the tax base.
In closing, the Board of Selectmen wants to acknowledge the Chamber of
Commerce, its membership and directors for their continuing efforts to strengthen our
local economy and community activities. Likewise, the Board is indebted to all of the
many volunteers, both residents and non-residents, who devote so many hours to var-
ious Town activities, programs, projects and humanitarian needs. It's this community
spirit that makes the Town of Plymouth the "Special Place" that it has been recognized
to be within our State and Nation.
Finally, the Board is again indebted to the Town's employees, the Management
Team, our Town Administrator, the Advisory Budget committee, the Capital
Improvement Committee, Cemetery and Library Trustees, Planning and Zoning
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Boards, Park & Recreation Commissioners, Airport Oversight Committee and other
special committees, including the TE-2 1 Task Force, as well as other elected officials,
for the commitment, dedication and contributions made for our Town's betterment.
We also express our gratitude to PSC's leaders in cooperating with the Board in striv-
ing to address Town concerns and student related issues that we needed to mutually
resolve in the best interest of our community.
As we look forward to 2002, in the aftermath of September 1 1th 2001 attack on
America, it is the hope of our Board that America's spirit, human compassion, cultur-
al tolerance, economic leadership and quest for peace will prevail over evil for the
benefit of all humankind.
Plymouth Board of Selectmen




STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 2001 - JUNE 2002
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Town Officers' Salaries and Expenses 212,412.00
Election 103,897.00




Planning and Zoning 6 1 ,888.00
General Government Buildings 28,140.00
Cemeteries 47,215.00










Solid Waste Disposal Department 323,78 1 .00
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District 3,800.00
HEALTH AND WELFARE:
Humane Society Agreement 3,850.00
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency 1 6,000.00
Speare Memorial Hospital 0.00
Plymouth Regional Free Clinic 1 ,000.00
General Assistance 30,300.00
Baker-Pemi Senior Citizens 1 ,800.00
Grafton County Senior Citizens 5,665.00
Community Action Outreach 2,500.00
Plymouth Task Force Against Violence 1 ,500.00
Youth and Family Services Council 2,500.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION:









Principal Long Term Notes & Bonds






































Exp Trust-Emergency Equip Replace 0.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 6.536.123.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
TAXES:
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Other Taxes






LICENSES PERMITS AND FEES:
Business Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Land Use Permits











Highway Block Grant 1 1 1,227.00
Other Miscellaneous Revenue 27,002.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Income from Departments 695,000.00
Other Charges 0.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Sale of Municipal Property 0.00
Interest on Investments 75,000.00
Other (Rents, BC/BS and Dental reimburse, etc.) 80,000.00
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN:
Capital Reserve Withdrawals 1 30,843 .00
Cypres Reimbursement/Perp Care 29,000.00
TOTAL REVENUE AND CREDITS 2.081.608.00
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2001 TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations









Total Town, School/State and County 6,221,470
DEDUCT: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement




PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED 6,300,690
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR:
Property Taxes
Precinct Taxes and/or Service Area Taxes
Less War Service Credits
6,300,690
- 32.700
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT 6,267,990
























*' School portion includes State Education tax
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
7/00-6/01 7/00-6/01 Encumbered 7/01-6/02 7/02-6/03
Available Expended Balance to FY 01/02 Appropriated Proposed
Town Office Salaries, Fees, Exp 222,114.52 224,980.60 -2,866.08 2,200.00 212,412.00 226,525.44
Election, Registration, Statistics 96,109.80 98,362.10 -2,252.30 0.00 103,897.00 108,025.22
Financial Administration 127,45284 118,079.75 9,373.09 0.00 116,051.00 123,989.46
Reappraisal/Revaluation 25,000.00 23,670.72 1,329.28 0.00 25,000.00 32,000.00
Legal Expenses 42,500.00 40,050.51 2,449.49 0.00 57,489.00 55,250.00
Planning and Zoning 53,340.00 54,930.58 -1,590.58 0.00 61,888.00 67,310.76
General Government Buildings 25,200.00 28,580.06 -3,380.06 0.00 28,140.00 34,950.00
Cemeteries 47,540.00 43,498.77 4,041.23 0.00 47,215.00 48,276.73
Advertising & Regional Assoc. 9,050.00 9,425.00 -375.00 0.00 10,102.00 10,027.49
Police Department 815,063.17 780,792.59 34,270.58 0.00 970,022.00 992,086.90
Ambulance 54,299.40 45,363.88 8,935.52 794.00 58,631.00 61,015.00
Fire Department 613,837.72 578,742.73 35,094.99 977.66 660,293.00 677,535.26
Emergency Management 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Highways and Streets 473,923.88 453,657.26 20,266.62 38,772.35 490,115.00 535,403.06
Bridges/Smith Bridge 55,000.00 55,000.00 0.00 0.00 50,000.00 50,000.00
Street Lighting 65,300.00 52,201.79 13,098.21 0.00 55,000.00 55,000.00
Airport 5,864.00 6,892.52 -1,028.52 0.00 7,664.00 3,374.32
Solid Waste Disposal 282,340.96 277,920.64 4,420.32 0.00 323,781.00 325,429.63
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste Dist. 3,355.00 3,355.00 0.00 0.00 3,800.00 3,800.00
Animal Control/Humane Society 3,350.00 3,350.00 0.00 0.00 3,850.00 4,100.00
Pemi-Saker Home Health Agency 16,000.00 16,000.00 0.00 0.00 16,000.00 16,000.00
Speare Memorial Hospital 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Plymouth Regional Free Clinic 1,000.00 1,000.00 0.00 0.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
General Assistance 25,725.00 17,690.20 8,034.80 0.00 30,300.00 30,342.80
Baker-Pemi Senior Citizens 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,800.00 1,800.00
Grafton County Senior Citizens 5,665.00 5,665.00 0.00 0.00 5,665.00 6.050.00
Community Action Outreach 2,500.00 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Task Force Against Violence 1,500.00 1,500.00 0.00 0.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Youth and Family Council 2,500.00 2,500.00 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 2,500.00
Parks and Recreation Dept. 337,096.80 336,672.11 424.69 0.00 356,800.00 378,798.70
Pease Public Library 168,631.91 169,297.64 -665.73 0.00 205,055.00 219,841.17
Patriotic Purposes 675.00 675.00 0.00 0.00 675.00 675.00
Band Concerts 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00 0.00 3,500.00 3,500.00
Town Common 1,000.00 126.97 873.03 873.03 2,500.00 2,500.00
Friends of the Arts 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
Conservation Commission 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 350.00
Conservation-Tree Care 2,400.00 1,875.00 525.00 500.00 2,400.00 2,400.00
Principal-Long Term Note/Bonds 260,000.00 260,000.00 0.00 0.00 260,000.00 85,000.00
Interest-Long Term Note/Bonds 39,325.00 39,323.00 2.00 0.00 24,234.00 14,247.50
Interest-Tax/Bond Anticipation 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Capital Outlay 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fuel Clean-Up 6,000.00 4,908.23 1,091.77 0.00 4,000.00 2,660.00
School Access Study 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Boy Scout Statue Repair 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Transfer Station Conversion 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Landfill Closure Engineering 58,960.96 13,694.91 45,266.05 45,266.05 74,000.00 55,000.00
Landfill Closure 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,235,000.00 0.00
Plymouth Inn 0.00 0.00 0.00 75,000.00 0.00
Highland St. Project 0.00 0.00 0.00 541,300.00 0.00
Perambulate Town Lines 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sidewalk Improvements 40,000.00 17,250.00 22,750.00 22,750.00 0.00 0.00
Road Construction 100,000.00 93,193.36 6,806.64 6,806.64 0.00 90,000.00
Town Wide Mapping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30,000.00
Fox Pond Park Enhancement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15,000.00
Main Street (00-89 TE) T21 0.00 47,500.00
NH Route 25 Initial Corridor Study 0.00 4,000.00
Plymouth Housing Study 0.00 5,000.00
Public Safety Vehicle 36,375.00 36,037.30 337.70 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ambulance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 96,765.00 0.00
Replace 89 Chevy 1 TN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace Burned Hwy Truck 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Copy-Fax Machine/Selectmen 2,052.00 2,310.00 -258.00 0.00 2,052.00 2,052.00
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
7/00-6/01 Encumbered 7/01-6/02 7/02-6/03
Available Expended Balance to FY 01/02 Appropriated Proposed
Fire Pumper-Tanker 39,110.00 39,110.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Loader-Backhoe/Highway 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Computer Upgrade/Pol 5,967.90 5,915.88 52.02 0.00 17,225.00 0.00
Parking Meters 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28% Truck/Parks & Rec 1,795.00 1,795.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Air Venting System/Highway 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Library Automation 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Library Major Maintenance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Computer Software Ugrade/Pol 16,500.00 16,774.00 -274.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Air Vent System/Solid Waste 0.00 743.45 1,756.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cannon Project 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fire-Lakes Region Commun. Ctr. 8,170.00 7,851.70 318.80 0.00 7,852.00 7,851.00
Replace 86 GMC 3/4 Ton P/U-S.W 20,000.00 0.00 20,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace 86 Case Skidsteer 28,000.00 34,614.76 -6,614.76 0.00 0.00 0.00
Hwy 1-Ton Dump Truck 30,000.00 30,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Recyc Opportunities/Recy Equip 5,000.00 4,940.50 59.50 0.00 5,000.00 5,000.00
Hwy-Replace Truck 40,000.00 40,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Hwy-Front End Loader 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100,000.00 22,688.25
Recy-Replace Burned Skidsteer 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23,400.00 0.00
Cemetery-Used Truck 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,000.00 0.00
Fire/Pickup Truck 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21,000.00 0.00
P&D Generator Replacement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25,000.00
Fire-Replace Chiefs Car 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,000.00
Public Safety Building Plans 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20,000.00
Replace "81 Mack/Fire 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47,000.00
Replace Sidewalk-Trak & Tool Kit 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 58,000.00
Transfers to Capital Reserve
Ambulance 26,030.00 26,030.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25,800.00
Truck (6 WheelVHighway 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Landfill Closure Engineering 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Transfer Conversion/Incinerator 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Conveyor/Incinerator 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Road Construction 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sidewalks 20,000.00 20,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20,000.00
Dispatch Equipment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10,000.00 10,000.00
Replace 75 Mack Truck/Fire 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Highway Heavy Equipment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace 86 GMC 1 -Ton/Sol Waste 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace 81 Mack/Fire 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 47,000.00 0.00
Replace 89 Case Skid Steer Load 15,000.00 15,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Highland Street Capital Reserve 20,000.00 20,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50,000.00
Plym. Municipal Transp. Fund 21,022.00 21,022.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Recy-Horizontal Baler 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15,000.00
Transfer to Trust
Transfers to Trusts-Cem Perpetual 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Exp. Trust-Emergency Equp Replace 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
FICA and Retirement 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Insurance 62.358.00 75.266.19 -12.908.19 0.00 62.600.00 71.612.00
Totals 4,490,100.86 4,283,236.70 209,364.66 118,939.73 6,536,123.00 4,824,367.69
Less Amount Forwarded 130.025.76
FISCAL "99 APPROPRIATION 4,360,075.10
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NET VALUATION ON WHICH
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED:
LESS PUBLIC UTILITIES:
NET VALUATION W/O UTILITIES
ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR STATE















































Airport Terminal and Land 47.80 ac







Plymouth Solid Waste &
Recycling Facility
15.30 ac
19 Page Street .50 ac
Houston
W/S Main Street 3.2 ac
Daniel Webster Development Co.
Plymouth Police Department 4.18 ac
Riverside Cemetery 20.00 ac
Fairgrounds Road
W/S Interstate 93 .03 ac
E/S I-93/W/S Pemi River 12.00 ac
Sears
West Plymouth Cemetery 1.00 ac
Mayhew Turnpike
Reservoir Road Cemetery .50 ac
Reservoir Road
Sawmill Cemetery 1.00 ac
Bartlett Road
Cooksville Road Cemetery .10 ac
Cooksville Road
Highland Street 5.70 ac
Teichner gift
Butterfield Property . 1 2 ac
Old Route 25 & Highland St.
Cross Country Lane . 1 1 ac
(land at entrance to Plymouth Heights)
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N/S Texas Hill Road 6.10 ac
Keniston gift
E/S Daniel Webster Highway .52 ac
Kruger
E/S Daniel Webster Highway 1.84 ac
W/S Thurlow Street 76.00 ac
Newton Conservation gift
W/S Cummings Hill Road 87.00 ac
Walter Conservation gift
Stearns Cemetery 1.00 ac
Texas Hill Road
Lower Intervale Cemetery 1.00 ac
Daniel Webster Highway
Union Cemetery .06 ac
Bridgewater Hill Road
Right-of-Way MacLean Street .37 ac
N/S Merrill Street .08 ac
Plymouth Fire Department .54 ac
Pleasant Street .781 ac
Blair
2 Bridge St. - concrete building .09 ac
Town Hall .49 ac
Town Common with Gazebo .29 ac
W/S Main Street .03 ac
(in front ofTown Hall & Church)
Pease Public Library .75 ac
52 Main Street .277 ac
Rohner
36 Green Street .75 ac
NH Electric Co-op
Green Street .10 ac
NH Electric Co-op
Fox Park W/S Langdon Street 32.10 ac
Plymouth Highway Garage 6460 sf
(onlandofPVW&SD)
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STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS 6/30/01






MATURITY ORIGINAL INTEREST ORIGINAL INTEREST
AMOUNT AMOUNT AMOUNT AMOUNT
1,750,000.00 570,328.00 840,000.00 275,389.08




TOTALS 175,000.00 5,206.00 330,000.00 47,356.26
PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
























Unrealized gains (loss) from investments















In accordance with the rules ofthe State ofNew Hampshire the Trustees ofTrust Fund moved to
the cash basis of accounting. In order to make this change we had to restate the beginning balance.
Disbursements for Perpetual Care and Cye Pres were previously reported under the acrual basis
of accounting.
The Trustees of the Trust Fund are pleased to report that, with the help and guidance of the
Charter Trust Company, the Town Trust Funds had an excellent return this year. A copy
ofthe Board's investment policy and a detailed list ofthe trust fund investments are available at
the Town Hall. The Trustees hold the following trust funds in Common (one account):
Cemetery Perpetual Care
Foster Estate General Beautification
Smith Bridge Restoration
Pease Library






REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For 12 Month Period Ending June 30, 2001
GENERAL FUND
BEGINNING BALANCE 7/1/00 1,480,653.33
CASH RECEIPTS

































MAIN ST GRANT 300.00
MISC 1,872.46
PILOT 9,633.38
PARKS & REC 22,375.80










































































































TOTAL RECEIPTS AND BEG BALANCE 19.142.66












Taxes, Net $5,874,245 $6,046,953 $172,708
Licenses and Permits 496,500 579,916 83,416
Intergovernmental Revenues 455,317 503,005 47,688
Charges for Services 650,000 770,457 120,457
Miscellaneous 157.000 224.010 67.010
7,633,062 8,124,341 491,279
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES:
Operating Transfers In 29,000 12,800 -16,200
Other Financing Sources
29,000 12,800 -16,200
TOTAL REVENUES AND OTHER
FINANCING SOURCES: $7,662,062 $8,137,141 $475,079
EXPENDITURES:
General Government $703,184 $831,688 -$128,504
Public Safety 1,454,003 1,416,628 37,375
Airport/Aviation Center 5,864 5,864
Highways and Streets 559,048 553,234 5,814
Sanitation 284,137 281,117 3,020
Health 21,895 21,744 151
Welfare 37,890 29,856 8,034
Culture and Recreation 500,174 499,542 632
Conservation 2,400 5,690 -3,290
Debt Service 260,000 260,000
Debt Service-Interest 39,325 39,323 2
Capital Outlay 392.603 349.140 43.463
4,260,523 4,287,962 -27,439
OTHER FINANCING USES:
Operating Transfers Out 101,030 102,050 -1,020
Payments to Other Governments 3.504.509 3.504.509
3,605,539 3,606,559 -1,020
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND
OTHER FINANCING USES: S7.866.062 $7,894,521 -$28,459
EXCESS OF REVENUES AND
36
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
AND OTHER FINANCING USES -$204,000 $242,620 446,620
CHANGE IN RESERVES O00 -36.937.00 -36.937
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
CHANGE, NET -204,000.00 205,683.00 409,683
BALANCE-JULY 1 2000 204.000.00 408.483.00 204.483
BALANCE-JUNE 30 2001 $0 $614.166 $614.166
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PLYMOUTH TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2001
DR.
Uncollected Taxes/Beg.Fiscal Year 2001 2000 1999
Property Tax 1,286,044.73
Land Use Change Tax 8,000.00 2,178.79
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Tax 2,925,903.00 3,237,488.00
Excavation Tax 580.00 1,160.00
Land Use Change 10,980.00
Yield Tax 43,223.89 34,770.30
Prepayments on Property Tax 1,048.92
Overpayments on Property Tax 925.00 6,931.68
Interest Collected
Property Tax 1.50 30,678.37
Excavation Tax 73.80
Yield Tax 1.66 15.31
Land Use Change Tax 194.89 437.77
Total Debits 2,971,683.97 4,616,337.08 2,616.56
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer
Property Tax 1,208,715.12 4,522,792.02
Excavation Tax 1,160.00
Land Use Change Tax 10,980.00 2,178.79
Yield Tax 16,421.41 33,576.33
Interest Collected
Property Tax 1.50 30,678.37
Excavation Tax 73.80
Land Use Change Tax 194.89 437.77
Yield Tax 1.66 15.31
Prepayment on Tax 1,048.92 487.00
Tax Deeded 949.00
Abatements on Tax 700.00 6,236.39
Abatements on Yield 1,193.97
Abatements on Land Use 8,000.00





Total Credits 2,971,683.97 4,616,337.08 2,616.56
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
7/1/99-6/30/00
DR
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of fiscal year
Property Tax
TAX SALES ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF
2000 99 98 97 Prior
170,777.18 112,384.95 49,794.52
Taxes Sold To Town 222,109.90
Interest Collected After Sale:
Property Tax 936.30 9,317.34 28,589.81 3,766.36
Overpayments 347.32
TOTAL DEBITS 223,393.52 180,094.52 140,974.76 53,560.88
Remittances to Treasurer:
Property Tax 33,510.65 1,174.19
CR
86,994.14 10,185.49
Interest & Costs After Sale:
Property Tax 936.30 9,317.34 28,589.81 3,766.36
Abatements 479.00 603.44
Deeded To Town 6,953.90 8,073.12 26,997.34
Uncollected Taxes End OfYr:
Property Tax 188,946.57 75,170.09 16,714.25 12,611.69
TOTAL CREDITS 223,393.52 180,094.52 140,974.76 53,560.88
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GRZELAK AND COMPANY, P.C.
Certified Public Accountants
Members - American Institute of CPA's
Members - New Hampshire Society of CPA's
Post Office Box 8
Laconia, New Hampshire 03247
Tel 524-4734 Fax 524-6071
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Plymouth
Plymouth, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of Plymouth as of and for the
year ended June 30, 2001, as listed in the table of contents. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town of Plymouth's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general-
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amounts that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group are not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general-purpose financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the Town of Plymouth as of June 30, 2001, and the results of its operations and the cash flows
of its non-expendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements of the
Town of Plymouth, taken as of whole. The accompanying individual and combining fund statements and schedules are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-purpose financial statements.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial
statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the general-purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.
w-Z^cA^-





REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2001
RECEIPTS
Auto Permits: July 1, 2000 - June 30, 2001
Sticker and Title Fees
Dog Licenses Issued 07/01/00 - 06/30/01
Dog Fines and Late Fees
Marriage Licenses
UCC Filings
Certified Copies of Records
Miscellaneous Filing Fees
Sub Total
Selectmen - Recovery Fees
Capital reserve funds from MV
TOTAL
PAYMENTS
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2001 was yet another active year for the Plymouth Police Department, both in
activity and transition. A theme of discussion in annual public safety reports around
the nation will no doubt focus on the September 1 1th tragedy. We are no different, for
in the wake of terrorist threats in urban and populated areas of our country is the very
real concern that small town America is also vulnerable.
The Plymouth Police Department was able to quickly adapt to handling the larg-
er volume of fear that encompassed even our area. Calls for service regarding suspi-
cious activity, as well as suspicious mail complaints were all handled efficiently with-
out disrupting other areas of the operation. It is a different time that none of us could
have predicted, yet we must all rise to the challenge of what it means for the future...
even here.
Investigative services kept busy with more difficult cases to manage. Child sexu-
al abuse, assaults involving firearms, fatal car accidents, rape, and juvenile services
are just some of the areas we are seeing an increase in over previous years. Sometimes
it is not the actual number of cases we have, but what is involved in the follow-up and
management of those cases.
Quality of life enforcement continues to be a theme of concern, as the usual strug-
gles we face as a college community continue to happen. Neighborhood conflicts top
our list as the most difficult challenge involving our back street areas. This is not a
new problem. The ultimate answer is a much larger discussion involving very strong
partnerships between our Selectmen and college administrators, ensuring that bad
behavior by PSC students is adjudicated not solely within the court system, but also
within the college judicial system, and the parental courts. Your support of this theme
will help.
2001 saw the departure of some talented employees in search of stronger posi-
tions and better schedules, but we also obtained some quality, trained replacements.
To all of those who served us, and to those new people just beginning service with our
force, we wish you all the best.
Our budget, excepting mandatory insurance costs, was reasonably prepared to
include an additional officer without any increase to last year's bottom line. We look
to you, the voter, with the hopes that you will support our package to enhance some
of the basic enforcement concepts that Plymouth needs... like a stronger foot presence
downtown during seasonal warm weather months, and the ability to meet the demands
of higher traffic counts as we respond to new arriving businesses on Route 25.
Finally, and as always, I must thank every single employee that serves here. Our











AVERAGE SPEED OF VIOLATION
AVERAGE MPH OVER SPEED LIMIT
55MPH
17 MPH












TOTAL TICKETS ISSUED 6411
DISPATCH CENTER INFORMATION TOTAL
TELEPHONE CALLS 87,348
RADIO CALLS 279,016





DISPATCH/POLICE ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN - REQUESTS FOR SERVICE**
(For space-savings sake, this category reflects the requests we received for different
levels of service and is not inclusive of the total number of police reports generated,
nor all crime categories involved)
































FIRE ALARM 1 1
1
FIRE DEPARTMENT ASSIST 160









MUTUAL AID ASSISTANCE 1 09
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT 1 78
MOTOR VEHICLE COMPLAINTS 1 9
MOTOR VEHICLE STOPS 382
NOISE COMPLAINTS 366
MISSING/WANTED PERSON 54
PARKING COMPLAINTS 1 20








CHECK UNSECURE PREMISES 47
VACANT HOUSE CHECKS 576
ALL OTHER 3965




COURT REIMBURSEMENT $3 1 ,99 1 .00
INSURANCE REQUESTS $ 1 ,048.00
PARKING METER COLLECTION $20,040.83
PARKING FINES $65,469.45
PISTOL PERMITS $ 1 80.00





THE PLYMOUTH FIRE AND AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
2001 proved again to be a busy year for the personnel of this department, with a
5°o increase in calls over last year.
The Fire Department has seen many personnel changes during the last year. In
February, Lieutenant Dean Chandler left us to accept a position as Captain at the
New Hampshire Fire Academy. In March, Tom Morrison was promoted from
Lieutenant to Deputy Fire Chief. John Olmstead and Casino Clogston were promot-
ed from Firefighters to Lieutenants. Jeremy Thibeault and John Keller were hired as
Firefighters. In October, Niles Downing retired after 28 years with the Department.
Eleanor Mardin was then promoted to Lieutenant and we hired Drew Lazarus as a
Firefighter.
We applied for and were awarded a grant from the Fire Act Grant and will be pur-
chasing a new Breathing Air System.
The Fire and Ambulance Departments continue to improve and provide the best
possible service to the community in a most efficient manner. This level of service
could not be provided if it weren't for the dedication and hard work of the employees.
Both full and part-time employees work hard and should be commended for their ded-
ication to the citizens of this community.
In closing, I wish to again thank the citizens, businesses and government officials
for the support they have provided us over the past years. It is only with this level of
support that we are able to provide the citizens with this high level of protection.








Fire Alarm System Malfunctions 31
Undetermined Cause ofAlarm 27
Unintentional False Alarms 80
False Alarms 7
Smoke / Odor Investigations 35
Automatic Response to Other Communities 33
Fuel Spills/Leaks 18




Motor Vehicle Fires 7
Dumpster Fires 48
Electrical Problem 14
Problems with Heating Systems 4
Service Calls 4
Water Problem 6













Oil Burner Permits $545 .00
Misc. Fires $783.27
Misc. Ambulance $40.00





During the past year the Highway Department has made some great progress in
road construction projects. Five of the roads that received considerable amount of
work were the following. Thuiiow Street was finally completed with drainage
improvement and the final overlay of pavement. Overlay was applied to Stinson Road,
Bartlett Road, Cummings Hill Road and Melvin Road. Some shim work was done on
Highland Street. We repaired drainage problems on Main Street before NH-DOT over-
laid the road. We also completed many minor improvements rebuilding catch basins
and installing culverts. Once again, we added an extra load of calcium chloride to our
gravel roads for soil stabilization and dust control.
The Highway Department has also been very busy working with engineers to
complete the engineering for the crosswalk from the Post Office to the Pemi Bank, the
Highland Street project, the New Hebron bridge, the Cummings Hill bridge, the
Morse Road bridge and the culvert on Texas Hill Road. These projects are expected to
be completed in the year 2002.
In addition, we started clearing the five-acre lot on Highland Street, formally
known as the Hitchner property, for storage of gravel and asphalt for recycling. We
also plan to move the Highway Department facility to this location at some point.
Again this year, the Highway Department had a great showing at the N.H.M.A.
Safety Training and Plow Rally event. At the regional event in Lancaster, the team of
Gene Dupont and Tom Stafford captured first place overall. The Plymouth Highway
Department won 36 out of a possible 44 trophies. At the State finals in Hillsborough,
the team of Gene Dupont and Tom Stafford placed second over all.
Finally, I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen and all the residents of the
community for their support. Most of all, I would like to thank the crew here at the
Highway Department for all their efforts for a great job well done, and for an out-







Floundering stock markets and falling commodity prices, failed to prevent the
Recycling Center from having yet another record breaking year and being recognized
by the Department of Environmental Services, as the Recycling Center ofthe Year. Our
thanks go out to the citizens of Plymouth, for helping us to echo our last two years in
receiving this recognition for the third year in a row, from a State organization. Where
a successful year use to be receiving revenue over $30,000 while the markets were at
their peak, over $13 1,000 was realized this past fiscal year, breaking last year's high by
over $10,000. With a 70% drop in most commodity markets over the past three years,
your support has helped us develop a synergy between the citizens of our town, schools,
surrounding communities and the crew at our facility to overcome this barrier. Helping
other towns and having an affable attitude during these times, continues to be benefi-
cial for all. The Town of Littleton showed its gratitude to our facility and Plymouth by
presenting us with a plaque for the help they received from us after their devastating
fire, in which they lost their whole facility. The irony was the extra revenue our facil-
ity was able to take in while handling and selling commodities sent our way while
Littleton was rebuilding. We have been called on to help towns and organizations with
their recycling programs, from New Hampshire to Hawaii. Tours of our facility are
now conducted on a regular basis for other town representatives and school programs.
Helping and educating others will always be the strength of our foundation.
New challenges face us as we continue through a year that was showing signs of
market recovery, but was rocked by the devastation of September 1 1th and its effects
on both our Country and Global Markets. This past event will give us the needed fore-
sight to continue to put things into perspective. We will continue to approach new hur-
dles with an optimistic "gait".
With the first Phase of our Landfill Closure successfully completed and under bud-
get, we look forward to start Phase II this spring and will continue to seek opportuni-
ties to once again keep costs down during construction. We are incorporating a design
that will take into consideration, lower cost in future maintenance of the finished
capped landfill, plus some design additions that will add to the efficiency of our facil-
ity and better service to the public, at no extra cost. Though construction may bring
temporary inconveniences, I promise you, that the crew will absorb as much of it as pos-
sible. I ask for your patience during this period and assure you it will be worth it. Our
goal will be to service you during construction at the same level you now experience.
Our programs continue to move forward and expand. They are receiving accla-
mations throughout the state. Our "Reading Exchange" continues to grow at the time
of this writing, with the help of some of our Senior Citizen Volunteers. Our
Community Service Program has been a continued success with the help of Chief
Tony Raymond and the Plymouth Police Department. The Elementary School
Recycling Program continues to receive state recognition also. Stay tuned for future
programs that will incorporate participation from all age groups.
In closing, I would like to thank all of you for your support, including businesses,
school staff, governmental officials, our Town Administrator and the town's Departments





PLYMOUTH PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
1 would like to begin this report by thanking two very dedicated members of the
Parks & Recreation Commission who have resigned this past year, Kathy Birkitt and
Sue Sampson. Kathy has served on the Commission for fourteen years and Sue has
served for eleven years. Both individuals have volunteered many hours to the
Commission providing leadership and success for our Department and its many pro-
grams. We wish to thank Kathy and Sue for their time and commitment they gave to
the Parks & Recreation Commission.
The year 2001 was a very productive and successful year for the Parks & Recreation
Department. A new playground was designed and installed at Fox Pond Park. Phase I
of the project was completed in July. We wish to thank the many volunteers, business-
es, organizations, and Town Departments that donated their time, equipment, and finan-
cial support. Phase II, which includes additional playground equipment, is set to begin
in the spring. Many thanks to the contributors of the project and to "Family and Friends
Play" who organized this huge endeavor. This organization designed, financed and
supervised the construction of this project. Fund raising efforts are ongoing so please
continue to support this worthwhile project, which provides recreational opportunities
for our children. In addition to the playground, many thanks to Mr. Rick Doell and the
Building and Trades Program at the Plymouth Regional High School for constructing a
new pavilion at Fox Pond Park. Families are now able to enjoy picnics at a newer facil-
ity. Capital Improvement Planning is continuing for the future of Fox Pond Park.
The Plymouth Elementary School and Parks and Recreation Department joined
together to offer a new Winter Program for students in grades six through eight. Some
of the activities included: night skiing, snow boarding and tubing at Bretton Woods
and Gunstock Ski Areas, movies at Hoyt Cinemas in Gilford and Concord, roller skat-
ing at Greatview Roller Rink, swimming at Waterville Estates, shopping at
Steeplegate Mall, and bowling and arcades at Fun Spot. The Department would like
to thank the Plymouth Elementary School Administration and School Board for their
vision and support of this program.
The Recreation Department offered a variety of summer vacation programs and
sports camps: "Free to be 3 Camp", "Fun Camp" ages four to six, and "Kamp Kool
Kids" grades one through five. Daily activities in these programs included arts and
crafts, field trips, and special events. The sports camps included: Gymnastics Camp,
Field Hockey Camp, Diamond Star Baseball Camp, and Goals Galore Soccer Camp.
All Camps and Summer Activities continue to be successful providing recreation
activities for the many children in our community.
In closing, I would like to thank the community for their continuous support and
the many volunteers and part-time staff that make each individual program a success.
Thanks and recognition goes to Lisa Fahey-Ash, Program Coordinator; Jim Blake,
Park Foreman; Maurice Bransdorfer and Larry Levesque for their commitment and
dedication to the Department.
Respectfully Submitted,
Larry J. Gibson




Use of the library continued to grow in 2001, with heavy circulation of materials,
strong attendance at programs, and steady use of the Rachel Keniston Community
Room. Highlights of this year include:
Children's Services: Storytimes for three, four, and five year olds continue their
popularity. Series were held twice a week in the winter and fall, and one evening a
week in the summer. We appreciated the help ofAmerica Reads Volunteers from PSC.
Special storytimes were held regularly for Head Start children, and introductory pro-
grams for many school groups.
Our 2001 Summer Reading Program for elementary students offered a suc-
cessful reading challenge, with 3098 books read by over 100 participants. A variety
of programs, from poetry writing to arts and crafts, were also held.
Teen Read -Twenty-two teens participated in a series of programs and a reading
challenge; 210 books were read.
Thanks to Jen Hibbard, Caitlin Pierce, and Dan Singer, all college students, for
assisting with our summer programming. We also appreciate the support of many
downtown merchants, and special support from McDonald's.
Book Discussions attracted a large group of adults; Out ofAsia featured works
focusing on China in the spring, and Vietnam this past fall. Both series were made
possible through the NH Humanities Council.
The Young Ladies Library Association Endowment Series brought best-selling
author Andre Dubus III to Plymouth in November to read from and discuss his work.
A series ofworkshops focusing on understanding poetry was led by Carli Carrara,
local poet and educator, during the fall months.
This summer we were pleased to host, with Lamson Library at Plymouth State
College, a group of librarians from 17 countries on six continents who were traveling
from Canada to Boston for a conference. Their stop at Pease Public Library was the
first place many had ever visited in the US; it was a very exciting afternoon!
We welcome new part-time staff members Nancy Law and Robert Olmstead to
our very capable team. They join Pat Hanscomb, Deborah Perloff, Ann Pierce, and
Irene Blake.
Once again, we thank theYLLA for their continuous and substantial support, and
all our volunteers for helping to keep us afloat: Regina Branch, Raina Chong, Jack
Ellard, Peg Graves, Gretchen Hahn, Winnie Hohlt, Anne Langford, Rhoda Mitchell,
Matthew Perloff, and Rebecca Perloff donated many hundreds of hours of labor.
Thanks are also due to the Library Trustees who are committed to providing you with
excellent library service, and to the Board of Selectmen, Town Administrator, and







Books on hand January 1, 2001 24,472
Adult 16,164
Juvenile 8,308
Books added by purchase 923
Adult 538
Juvenile 385










Books-on-tape on hand 1/1/01 704
Added by gift/purchase 88
Discarded/lost (21)
Books-on-tape on hand 12/31/01 771
Videotapes on hand 1/1/01 545
Added by gift/purchase 216
Discarded/lost (37)
Videotapes on hand 12/31/01 724






Reference questions answered 5,096
Interlibrary materials loaned 517
Interlibrary materials received 563
Patron registrations:




Non-resident and temporary 490
Total new registrations 2001 978
Expired registrations 2,512
Total registrations as of 12/31/01 3,230
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PEASE PUBLIC LIBRARY
YEAR END REPORT OF ACTIVITY
June 30, 2001
Pemigewasset National Bank #28568
Balance 6/30/00 $ 10,137.61
Income
Gifts $ 885.00




Non Resident fees 4238.45
Miscellaneous 200.00
$9473.48
















July 1, 2000 - June 30, 2001
Pemigewasset National Bank




Balance 6/30/01 $ 7,763.79
Pemigewasset National Bank




Transfer from acct. #28568 4,366.97
Balance 6/30/01 $10,144.32
Pemigewasset National Bank
CD. #1 1 136983 changed to # 1 1 160892
Date opened: 4/05/00
Balance 7/1/00 $ 7,108.35
Interest 408.61
Balance 6/30/01 $7,516.96









The Capital Planning Committee is pleased to present the 2002-2003 revision to
the Capital Improvement Plan. The Town of Plymouth has developed and revised a
CIP since 1987. The CIP is one component of the town's Master Plan and is prepared
and revised by a subcommittee of the Planning Board. This subcommittee is com-
prised of volunteer citizen members and representatives from Plymouth Village Water
and Sewer, the school districts, the Selectmen's Office and the Advisory Budget
Committee. The revised CIP is one source of information used by the Selectmen and
the Advisory Budget Committee to develop the annual budget that is presented to the
voters at Town Meeting.
The Town's capital expenditures are those purchases or budget items of signifi-
cant cost such as equipment and replacement/maintenance of town buildings. Also
included in the plan are major infrastructure costs like repairs to roads, bridges and
sidewalks. Each year the committee revises the CIP based on the history of the previ-
ous three years and the anticipated expenses for the next six years. The committee
gathers information from the heads of the municipal departments, the Town offices
and the school district, and then revises the existing CIP to accommodate the changes.
The overall goal of the CIP is to forecast and sequence the expenditure of funds,
so that expenditures can be timed in such a way as to have a steadying influence on
the tax rate. Another goal of the committee is to eliminate borrowing to purchase cap-
ital items, thereby preventing the substantial cost of loan repayment. The committee
advocates the use of capital reserve funds to accumulate the cost of the item prior to
its purchase.
Major items in this year's plan include continued commitment in the Roadway
and Drainage portion of the plan to the Main Street T-21 project (This is the town's
share [20%] for improvements to Main and High Streets in anticipation of the new
bridge); and ongoing funds for the Recycling Center to close the landfill. A new item
in the plan is the establishment of a reserve fund in the Planning Department to
upgrade and conduct town wide mapping.
As a Planning Board representative to the Capital Planning Committee, I would
like to thank the members of the committee who have generously served and devel-
oped the FY '2003 revision. The committee welcomes Dick Piper and Edith Smith
as the newest members. The committee would like to expand its membership and
would welcome volunteers.
Respectfully submitted for the Capital Planning Committee,
Carolyn Kent, Planning Board Member and Chair
Ed Wixson Dick Piper
Bill Houle, Carol Kennison, Plymouth Village
Selectman (and Planning Board member) Water & Sewer
with Paul SanSoucie and Edith Smith, Advisory
John Tucker, substituting Budget Committee
Guy Brisson, Advisory Budget Committee June Hammond-Rowan,
and "Spreadsheet Wizard" Community Planner
Elizabeth Corrow, Town Administrator and on leave this year:
Mark Halloran, Plymouth / Pemi-
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The year 2001 has been a challenging and exciting year for the Plymouth Planning
Board. A number of lot line adjustments, lot mergers, site plan reviews and pre-appli-
cations were reviewed. Some of those were: site plan reviews for Tenney Mountain
Mobil Mart, Tenney Mountain Car Wash, Burger King, and Meredith Village Savings
Bank. A pre-application review was submitted for "The New Plymouth Inn" as well as
an informational review for the renovation of and addition to Boyd Hall and discussions
on these will continue in 2002. 2001 also marked the final chapter in the Wal-Mart
issue, which spanned a period of three years from the informational/pre-application
review to the bid process.
What is significant to note is that development in Plymouth is taking place not
strictly on Tenney Mountain Highway but also on Main Street, Highland Street, and at
the junction of 1-93, Tenney Mountain Highway and Rt. 3 or North Main Street. These
projects represent growth not only in the retail/commerce sector, but the recreation and
education sector as well.
Plymouth has historically been a hub of recreation, commerce and education.
With the renovation and expansion of Boyd Hall at Plymouth State College, Plymouth
will be the home of a state of the art science and meteorology center that will attract
academically focused science and math students from around the country. "The New
Plymouth Inn" will serve the needs of the year round tourist industry as well as provide
function rooms and convention space. With the future of Tenney Mountain Ski Area
looking positive, the hub becomes full circle.
The challenge to the Planning Board is to continue to "put the pieces of the puz-
zle together" in an orderly and attractive way using the tools of the Zoning Ordinance,
Master Plan, and Site Plan Review process. The board would like to thank the appli-
cants who have embraced the community spirit and been responsive to the board's sug-
gestions for design changes, landscape enhancements, and traffic flow improvements.
The board would also like to thank the abutters and members of the community who
have taken the time to attend and constructively participate at meetings.
The Planning Board is comprised of citizen volunteers. Two new members joined
the board in 2001. They are Chris Murphy and Thomas McGlauflin. John Martinsen,
who served the board with dedication for two years, left to live closer to his family.
There are openings on the board at this time. Any citizen of Plymouth who would like
to take part in the planning process may contact June Hammond Rowan, Community
Planner, at 6 Post Office Square.
Respectfully Submitted,
Leslie Ann Mclver, Chair
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PLYMOUTH MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
ANNUAL REPORT FY '02
Plymouth airport continues to grow at moderate pace. Six new aircraft tie downs
were added to accommodate the additional airplanes based at Plymouth this season.
This brought the total number of planes parked at the airport for the season up to 14.
In order to provide nighttime security for these additional planes, one existing
streetlight was replaced with a floodlight, and one new light was added, for a total of
3 security lights.
The airport acquired a new (used) tractor. This tractor greatly reduces the time
required to mow the grass. Although it is 10 years old it works well has low hours, and
should last many years.
Two aviation events were scheduled this past spring, but unfortunately had to be
cancelled due to bad weather and could not be rescheduled.
Mr. Bill Grady's "Retired Delta Pilots Reunion" was a big success. The weather
was perfect and nearly 50 planes flew in. Among these were a Northeast DC3, Anatov
AN1, (Russian Biplane) 1948 Grumman Widgeon, and a King Air Twin Turbo Prop.
To date the airport has collected revenues of $3,480.00. Anticipated revenues
from tie downs hangar and land rental are projected to be $1,670 by the end of this






The year 200 1 has seen the Conservation Commission very much focused on the
Walter/Newton Natural Area (WNNA).
Thanks to the efforts of member, Lee Webster, the Commission received a grant
from the Division of Parks and Recreation, Bureau of Trails. That grant plus funds
received through the challenge grant issued by Henry Walter provide for present and
future opportunities to make the WNNA more pleasurable to its users through trail
improvements as it heads toward Rainbow Falls and beyond, including a bridge,
benches, and bog outlook.
The trail, now officially the Ruth Walter Trail, was laid out by members of the
PSC Outing Club led by Bob Tusso. A dedication of the trail was held for family and
friends in early May. Highlighting that event was the placement of a large boulder
(thanks to Neil Mclver's truck and loader) with a commemorative plaque.
In September we had a second dedication, the first Trail Day. We were gratified
by the public turnout. That day was highlighted by a number of events. One was the
recognition of the construction of an information kiosk near the trailhead.
Construction of the kiosk was carried out by Dan Hall who used the project as his
Eagle Scout task. While Commission members manned tables selling trail mix and
water or handing out proper trail usage info cards, Boy Scouts and Royal Rangers
were guiding hikers to the falls. Also on trail were sixty PES students participating in
a nature scavenger hunt organized by Jerry Gontarz.
Since Trail Day the Ruth Walter Trail has been in constant use by residents and
area visitors.
Following Trail Day the trail was extended to form a loop along the north side of
the bog and exiting on old Stagecoach Road.
Our most recent activity was the hosting, at Pease Public Library, where Dave
Carlson's PAHS biology class presented their findings with regard to water quality
testing they carried out this fall in the Baker River. They did a great job; the many peo-
ple in attendance were impressed.
It has been a good year; last April the Conservation Commission was one of six
New Hampshire organizations to be honored by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Six Commission members, including the PSC Outing club representative, attended the
award ceremony in Boston. The award plaque spoke to the success we have enjoyed
obtaining conservation easements and gifts of land such as the Walter/Newton Natural
Area and a soon-to-be received parcel on the top ofTenney Mountain.
Dave Switzer, Chair
Commission Members:
Brenda Brown Jim Lurie
Gisela Estes, Secretary Neil Mclver
Karen Freitas, Treasurer Lee Webster
Paul Freitas Bob Tusso, Student member
Jerry Gontarz
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PLYMOUTH COMMUNITY CHANNEL 3
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
Plymouth Community Channel 3 (PCC3) is the public, educational, and govern-
mental (PEG) access channel for Adelphia Communications' cable TV subscribers in
Plymouth and parts of 9 other towns. PCC3's Cablecasting Center is located in Pease
Public Library. In 2001, the channel had no operating budget from the Town, nor
regrettably received any funding from cable TV subscribers. However, thanks to the
Plymouth Board of Selectmen, the cost of some equipment repairs, a video, and an
annual membership were covered. PCC3 depends totally on volunteers to create and
transmit the community's programming. By stipulation of the franchise agreement
with Adelphia, PCC3 is non-commercial.
Bulletin Board
In the year ending on November 30, 2001 , 205 new messages were run on PCC3's bul-
letin board. Hundreds more announcements were received from the community, but
no volunteer hours were available to enter them into the PCC3 's Amiga computer. See
how 2001 compares with the past 4 years.
Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Announcements Run 339 265 231 292 205
40 42 43 54 111
61 118 96 120 126
6 9 4 4 3
107 169 143 178 240
Video Programming
Over the same period, prerecorded video cablecasts totaled 240 shows. The numbers
of program contributions from each of the 3 categories of access users were as fol-
lows: Public -111, Educational - 126, and Governmental - 3. See how that compares
with shows cablecast in previous years:





The Plymouth Chamber of Commerce produced two consecutive evenings of live
programming. These shows were the Chamber's TV/radio auction, their major annu-
al fundraiser.
Future Development
2001 marked the 9th year of the channel's operations. Throughout 2001, a Cable
Consortium appointed by the boards of selectmen of Plymouth, Ashland, and
Holderness negotiated with Adelphia on a new franchise agreement. While the new
agreement has not been signed, the main provisions have been settled. Concerning
PEG access, none of Consortium's vision and few of its goals for PEG access will
appear in the new franchise document. In their corporate wisdom, Adelphia declined
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to allow franchise language concerning PEG access that deviated significantly from
obligations mandated by law. Following this approach, Adelphia was unable to grant
to Plymouth funding for capital equipment or facilities for PEG. While this is disap-
pointing, the new agreement will likely permit Plymouth to continue and develop PEG
access sen ices. If asked, Adelphia will implement a franchise fee that would be added
to and itemized on monthly cable bills. Any franchise fee revenue would be returned
to and appropriated by the Town to fund development and maintenance ofPEG access
operations. Quite probably, a regional non-profit corporation would be formed to
oversee development and operation of PEG access for participating towns. Plymouth
Regional High School is looking at how PEG access might fit into their curriculum
and school building. PSC ITS Department would welcome future discussions about
PEG access relative to the community's interest and the mission of the college. Jim
Puglisi is the very able chair of the Cable Consortium. Other Plymouth members of
the Consortium are Ken Bergstrom, Steve Burrell, and Wally Stuart.
PCC3 volunteers who deserve many thanks are Matthew Perloff, Karen Stark,
George Morrill, John B. Bowen, Jr., and students in Professor Eric Hoffman's meteo-
rology class. The trustees, staff, and volunteers of Pease Public Library deserve spe-
cial praise for all time and resources they contributed to Channel 3. The folks at





REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF COUNCIL DISTRICT ONE 2002
BY RAYMOND S. BURTON, COUNCILOR DISTRICT ONE
The Governor and five member Executive Council are very much like an elected
"Board of Directors", who along with 294 Commissioners and Directors, administer
the laws and budget as passed by the New Hampshire General Court (House and
Senate).
We perform a variety of Executive Branch functions, such as, general supervision
of all state departments and state expenditures, pardon matters, eminent domain, state
contracts and leases, public waters, the planning of the Transportation 10-year plan,
and confirmation of the Governor's nominations to the Judicial Branch of your NH
State Government (for a complete explanation, please contact my office).
As we look into the immediate future, I would encourage all citizens to be in con-
tact with all of us in your elected representative bodies, at the local, state and federal
levels. We cannot truly represent you if we do not know of your ideas, concerns and
aspirations.
If you are interested in serving on a volunteer commission or board, please con-
tact my office at 271-3632 or Kathy Goode, Director of Appointments and Governor
Shaheen's Liaison to the Council at 271-2121. The District Health Councils are
always looking for members; if interested, please call Lori Real at 1-800-852-3345
ext. 4235 and request a packet of information about what this key planning process is
all about. All of the Governor and Council appointments to Boards and Commissions
are listed in the Webster System at webster.state.nh.us/sos/redbook/index.htm.
We need to work our NH Congressional Delegation in Washington. Senators
Judd Gregg and Bob Smith and Congressmen Charlie Bass and John Sununu all have
strong and powerful committee assignments and are well connected to do more for
NH. We need to let them know what is needed for our localities and regions, so ring
their bell . . . Senator Gregg at (603) 225-7115; Senator Smith at 1-800-922-2230;
Congressman Bass at (603) 226-0249; and Congressman Sununu at (603) 641-9536.
It is a pleasure to serve you. Please contact my office for a listing of toll free 800
numbers and a copy of the newly printed NH Constitution. Always know that I am
ready to assist you, your town and region.
Raymond S. Burton
338 River Road State House - Room 207
Bath, NH 03740 107 N. Main Street
Tel. 747-3662 Concord, NH 03301
E-mail: ray.burton4@gte.net Tel. 271-3632
E-mail: rburton@gov.state.nh.us
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MAIN STREET PLYMOUTH, INC.
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
Main Street Plymouth, Inc. is dedicated to preserving and enhancing the unique
heart of our community. It strives to both encourage development efforts and retain
Plymouth's friendly, small-town atmosphere.
Now more than ever, we need to provide the organizational framework for con-
tinued vitality of our downtown. By applying the Main Street Program's "Four Point
Approach", we have undertaken many important initiatives, such as retaining the Post
Office, Streetscape improvements, a lively schedule of events, storefront enhance-
ments, planning for the future, training sessions for Main Street stakeholders and
many others. The Main Street "Four Point Approach" produces fundamental positive
changes in downtown Plymouth.
In the past year, Main Street Plymouth is proud to have been recognized for:
"High Standards of Performance" by the National Main Street Center.
"Most Outstanding Main Street in New Hampshire for 2000" by the NH
Main Street Center.
In 2001, Main Street Plymouth, Inc. carried out the following initiatives:
DESIGN COMMITTEE
Design involves improving the downtown image by enhancing its physical
appearance.
The Committee continues to contribute design and technical assistance to the Pemi
Bridge Replacement Project and the Highland Street Projects.
Streetscape improvements on Main Street continue to improve parking areas, pedes-
trian walkways, signs, facades, landscaping and lighting.
•f Trash receptacles have been beautified by the town Recycling Center paid for in part
by Main Street Plymouth, Inc. We are in the process of replacing the tree grates on
Main Street. Work will be completed in the spring of 2002.
A sub-committee is now focused on the Town Common. The committee is working
in concert with the town, the Plymouth Historical Society, Plymouth Park &
Recreation and the Police Department to do a thorough assessment of the common's
uses and needs. A wide range of issues will be looked at, including regulations,
landscaping, tree maintenance and funding. A plan will be presented to the town
next year.
ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING COMMITTEE
Economic restructuring involves strengthening and diversifying the existing eco-
nomic base of the downtown.
4 The Committee, in cooperation with PSC, has initiated a strategic feasibility study
for South Main St. to determine the best direction for development of this important
part of town.
The Committee acted as a resource to attract several new Main Street businesses.
The newly introduced Main Street Money Program encourages hometown shopping
in the downtown Plymouth district year-round. Over thirty-five businesses are par-
ticipating along with area banks where Main Street money can be purchased.
Main Street Merchant Forums have brought merchants, property owners and town
officials together to discuss the issues that impact the downtown business climate.
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PROMOTION COMMITTEE
The Promotion Committee seeks to enhance the image of downtown as an excit-
ing community center and a gathering place by sponsoring events and activities.
4- Flower Barrels added color and new life to our downtown.
Riverfest, a brand new event Plymouth Park and Recreation helped us organize,
brought people to the Riverfront Park to enjoy family fun on the Pemi River.
Banners on Main Street welcome visitors to Plymouth year-round and add a festive
holiday air.
4 The Halloween Festival, in its 3rd year, now attracts close to 1000 children, young
and old, to our downtown. Plymouth Park & Recreation assisted in the planning
stages.
New Christmas lights were strung on the town common thanks to the cooperative
effort of Construx and New Hampshire Electric Cooperative.
The "Win The Window" promotion was introduced for the Christmas season. This
became an instant success, with 30 business participants and hundreds of entries.
ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE
Organization is the key to our success. This committee builds consensus and
cooperation between the key players in our downtown.
Funding, while always challenging, is a necessary organizational need. Pledges are
received from a widely diverse group of civic-minded citizens and businesses. The
town annually contributes $5,000 to support a $70,000 budget.
4 Many new volunteers have become involved.
I would like to recognize the dedicated board and volunteers, for the time and
energy commitment that makes the Main Street Program a winning story.
Betsy Paterman






The Grafton County Board of Commissioners present the following reports and
financial statements. We hope that they will increase your understanding of Grafton
County's finances and operations and assure citizens that their tax dollars are being
spent wisely.
Financially, Fiscal Year 2001 was a challenging one for Grafton County, we saw
a drastic reduction in our major revenue source, the Nursing Home, due to a large
reduction in our Medicaid Reimbursement rate and having to close a wing of the
Nursing Home. Revenue received for Fiscal Year 2001 was $18,932,219.18 and the
total amount expended during the Fiscal Year was $17,873,324.77. Grafton County
was fortunate to continue to receive a Medicaid Proportionate Share Payment this
year, this year's payment was a net receipt of $380,575.00. The budget process which
we went through in the Spring of 2001, was undoubtedly one of the most difficult any-
one can remember. The Commissioners would like to thank their Department Heads
for the countless hours that we expended putting this budget together.
In August of 2000, we welcomed our new neighbors the Horsemeadow Senior
Center. This much-needed Center was constructed with the consolidated efforts of the
Town of Haverhill and Grafton County, who jointly applied for a Community
Development Block Grant.
The County continues to be active assisting organizations with Community
Development Block Grants. Notably during the year Grafton County played a major
role in the acquisition of the old Littleton Stamp and Coin building to construct the
new Littleton Learning Center, which is a huge asset to the North County.
In December, 2000 the County and the United Electrical Workers, Local 278
signed the first Collective Bargaining Agreement for the employees represented by
this organization.
The Nursing Home has faced many challenges over the past Fiscal Year. The pri-
mary issue for us has been working through the nationwide nursing shortage. Due to
this Grafton County has had to close a wing at the Nursing Home in order to maxi-
mize the staff that we do have. Grafton County has formed an alliance with Glencliff
Home for the Elderly and Cottage Hospital to work on this problem. Another big issue
for the Nursing Home during the past year was the large reduction in our medicaid
reimbursement rate. The rate went from $131.06 in October, 2000 to $123.95 in
February, 2001 costing the County a large portion of Nursing Home revenue.
A very positive event for not only the Nursing Home but the entire County is the
hiring of Construction Manager H.R Cummings and Architect Sumner Davis. These
two firms are putting together the plans for construction of a new wing for the Nursing
Home along with major renovations for office space in the wing that will be replaced
as well as renovations at the Courthouse to address the spacing needs that exist there.
This is an exciting project for all of us.
The Grafton County Economic Development Council is now fully staffed and
functions out of their office in Plymouth, NH.
The Treasurer continues to do an excellent job investing the County's money.
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Fiscal Year 2001 interest exceeded the budgeted amount by $61,967.34 for a total
interest income of $231,967.34.
The Registry of Deeds continues to be very busy and have again exceeded bud-
geted revenues. The Registry budgeted $744,400 for revenue in FY 2001 and actual
revenue received was $902,774.04. The Commissioners commend Register, Carol
Elliott and her staff on a job well done.
The Barbara B. Hill Memorial Fun(d) continues to help Grafton County's chil-
dren in need, with furt activities. Donations are always welcome.
In April, 2001 the Grafton County Farm saw an unprecedented event when the
barns were closed to the public for the first time ever, due to national scare of foot and
mouth disease; our Biosecurity Policy is now in force. We look forward to lifting this
ban at some point in the future. Prior to the closing the farm continued to be a great
area attraction, with the County holding its annual "Pumpkin Day" for the Woodsville
Elementary School in October, 2000. This day brings all the children from the ele-
mentary school to the farm for a tour and they get to pick out their very own pump-
kin to take home. The Farm continues to donate potatoes and veggies to local food
organizations. Grafton County cooperated with the NH Fish and Game and the
Audubon Society and with the assistance ofNH Public Service installed two osprey-
nesting platforms on County property.
We were all saddened by the loss of long-time County Farm employee Douglas
"Bum" Bigelow who passed away in January, 200 1 . He is missed by all of his friends
here at the Grafton County Complex as well as the Community.
The Grafton County Commissioners hold regular monthly meetings at the County
Administration Building on Route 10 just north of the Grafton County Superior
Courthouse in North Haverhill, with periodic tours of the Nursing Home, Department
of Corrections, County Farm and Courthouse. The Commissioners also attend month-
ly meetings of the Grafton County Executive Committee. All meetings are public,
with interested citizens and members of the press encouraged to attend. Call the
Commissioners' Office to confirm date, time and schedule.
In closing, we are proud of our employees - department heads and staff members
- for their loyalty and dedication to the citizens of Grafton County and the hard work
they do for all of us throughout the year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Steve Panagoulis, Chair (District 3)
Michael J. Cryans, Vice-Chair (District 1)




It has been another busy year at North Country Council. We continued to com-
plete a number of local and regional projects for all of our 51 communities through-
out the region. Summaries of some of these projects are as follows:
Transportation:
• Reviewed, and submitted to the Department of Transportation 13 transportation
enhancement projects and four Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality Improvement
proposals for the North Country.
• Completed Phase 1 of the US Route 2 Corridor Study with the corridor com-
munities and various state and private agencies
• Provided technical transportation assistance to the majority of the communities
in our region.
• Coordinated the North Country Transportation Committee
• Scenic Byways Committee Coordination
• Rt. 16 Citizens Advisory Committee Coordination
• Conducted 205 traffic counts in 47 communities
• Coordinated with Bureau of Rail and Transit to promote public transportation in
the North Country
• Participated in the update of the Statewide Aeronautics Plan with the NH Dept.
of Transportation- Division of Aeronautics
Economic Development:
• Providing Grant Administration for several regional projects such as the City of
Berlin EDA Public Works grant, the Mountain View Hotel project, Town of
Woodstock EDA project, Town of Colebrook project, to name just a few
• CEDS Committee meetings are held on a quarterly basis allowing for a contin-
uous coordinated planning process
• Published the Availability of Living Wage Jobs in NH Study for the North
Country
• Updated the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) for the
region
• The second Thursday of each month nearly every business technical assistance
provider in the region (representing nearly ten organizations) coordinate activi-
ties and share ideas
• NCC has been solicited by the NH Community Development Finance Authority
to lead a joint north country seed capacity application by coordinating a work
program and grant application among five of the region's largest development
organizations
Community/Regional Planning:
• Provided technical assistance to 34 towns throughout the region
• Updated several master plans and zoning ordinances for member communities
• Coordinated the Law Lecture Series for the Office of State Planning
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• Hazardous Mitigation Planning
• Assisted communities in reviewing and preparing LCHIP Applications
Environmental Planning:
• Provided technical assistance to over 33 communities in the area of solid waste
and hazardous waste management
• Served on the Governors Solid Waste Task Force
• Coordinated the Household Hazardous Waste Management collections for 22
communities
• Provided technical assistance in the National Flood Insurance Program through-
out the region
• Provided assistance to three water shed councils as part of the REPP program
• Completed the American Heritage Adjustment Project funded by EDA
Many of these programs will continue into the year 2002. We continue to
enhance our staff capacity and will be looking to provide additional technical assis-
tance and planning support to all our communities. Major programs for the year 2002
will be our five-year update of the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS), the development of a Regional Plan (transportation, natural resources, eco-
nomic development, community planning) and the continued assistance of solid waste
management with an emphasis on conducting town audits on their solid waste man-
agement practices.
Our overall goal, however, remains the same: to provide support and leadership to





COMMUNITY FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State ofNew Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce the risk ofWildland
fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden
or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ALL outside burn-
ing. Fire permits are mandatory for any open burning unless the ground where the
burning is to be done (and surrounding areas) is completely covered with snow.
Violations of RSA 227 L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the
State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a
year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs. Open burning is a
privilege, NOT a right. Help us to protect you and our forest resource! Build small
brush piles that can be quickly burned and extinguished.
New Hampshire experienced over 940 wildland fires in 200 1 . Most of the fires
were human caused. Due to dry conditions fire spread quickly impacting more than
20 structures. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate
green space around the house and make sure that the house number is correct and vis-
ible. Only You Can Prevent Wildland Fires. Contact your local Fire Department or
the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands website at www.nhdfl.com or call
271-2217 for Wildland fire safety information.
2001 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 26, 2001)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
# of Fires Acres
Belknap 89 18 Illegal 279
Carroll 62 12 Unknown 201
Cheshire 147 41 Smoking 86
Coos 53 16 Children 69
Grafton 109 99 Campfires 49
Hillsborough 198 68 Rekindle of Permit 45
Merrimack 70 20 Arson 31
Rockingham 135 90 Lightning 24
Strafford 57 54 Misc* 158
Sullivan 22 10 942
(Misc: powerlines, fireworks, railroad, ashes, debris, structures, equipment, etc.)





GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private nonprofit organization
that provides programs and services to support the health and well being of our older
citizens. The Council's programs enable elderly individuals to remain independent in
their own homes and communities for as long as possible.
The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan,
Lebanon, Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and Lincoln and also sponsors the Retired and
Senior Volunteer Program ofthe Upper Valley and White Mountains (RSVP). Through
the centers and RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a range of commu-
nity-based long-term services including home delivered meals, congregate dining pro-
grams, transportation, adult day care, chore/home repair services, recreational and
educational programs, and volunteer opportunities.
During 2001, 339 older residents of Plymouth were served by one or more of the
Council's programs offered through the Plymouth Regional Senior Center:
• Older adults from Plymouth enjoyed 6,783 balanced meals in the company of
friends in the Plymouth center's dining room.
• They received 6,872 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring
volunteers.
• Plymouth residents were transported to health care providers or other commu-
nity resources on 3,365 occasions by our lift-equipped buses.
• They received assistance with problems, crises or issues of long-term care
through 665 visits by a trained social worker.
• Plymouth's elderly citizens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to
work for a better community through 6,614 hours of volunteer service.
The cost to provide Council services for Plymouth residents in 2001 was
$120,684.30.
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their
own homes and out of institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and
increasing physical frailty. They also contribute to a higher quality of life for our older
friends and neighbors. In addition, community-based services offered by the Council
save tax dollars over nursing home care or other long-term care options. As our pop-
ulation grows older, supportive services such as those offered by the Council become
even critical.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Plymouth's sup-
port for programs that enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens and







Serving the community since 1967, Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency, located in
Plymouth, serves ten member towns as set forth in the Constitution and By-Laws of
the corporation. Many services are partially paid for by a variety of funding sources
but the agency must ask it's member towns for an appropriation to help defray the
costs of services to Plymouth residents. In addition to fundraising efforts by the
agency, a sliding fee scale is offered for those patients who cannot afford to pay or who
can only afford to pay a minimal amount. For these purposes, the agency uses dona-
tions from generous community members. In 2001, the agency provided 3641 visits
to patients in Plymouth. The number of visits and patients equates to 29 percent of
the agency's total being provided to Plymouth.
Pemi-Baker Home Health skilled nursing program provides ten specialties
including adult psychiatric nursing, geriatric nursing and newborn visits.
Rehabilitation services include Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Speech
Therapy and Respiratory Therapy (by arrangement). Social workers, home health
aides and homemakers provide other specialty services to patients. The agency's
Community Outreach provides education and support services to Plymouth including
Alzheimer's Respite, Long Term Care and seven other community programs.
Home health offers comprehensive home health care services
Home health is provided to all ages
Home health care treats the patient with respect and consideration
Home health promotes patient independence
They are truly here for those who need home care, and we, as member towns, will
continue to support and commend their efforts to serve our residents. We are indeed






PEMI-BAKERYOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES COUNCIL, INC.
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
The Council is an organization dedicated to promoting community-wide
approaches, which support the development of healthy youths and their families. The




Juvenile Court Diversion - a voluntary program for first-time juvenile offenders
which holds them accountable for their actions. Volunteers from the community
develop a contract with each youth and family. Contracts may include community
service, referrals to other agencies and programs, personal development tasks, etc.
We have found that, of the youths who graduated from Diversion in 1998 and 1999,
94% have not committed a subsequent offense since, saving tens of thousands of
dollars in court-ordered services.
2. The Options course - a 15-hour early intervention program for teens, which focus-
es on alcohol, tobacco and other drugs. Courses are non-judgmental and confiden-
tial. Teens in the small groups are asked to assess their relationships with these sub-
stances and learn what they can do to reduce their use or stop using entirely. Of all
the youths who successfully completed the program in 1997 and 1998, not one, 0%,
has re-offended.
3. OCTAA (On Campus Talking About Alcohol & Other Drugs) - offered in coop-
eration with local police departments and Plymouth State College, OCTAA pro-
vides an effective educational opportunity for anyone between the ages of 18-21.
This is also a lifetime risk-reduction program on the use and abuse of drugs.
4. Information and Referral - provides area residents with a clearinghouse of infor-
mation on regional human service agencies and programs. People with a variety of
needs can receive free and confidential assistance on how to access these resources.
Callers ask how to report child abuse, how to access public assistance or counsel-
ing services, where to find after-school activities for children, etc. The Council dis-
tributed nearly 3000 comprehensive Grafton County Resource Guides in 2000 and
200 1 to help towns, police, schools and other human service providers find services
for the people they work with.
5. Teen Court/Smoking Reparations Board - provides teens that have committed
offences the opportunity to be judged and sentenced by their peer. The process
looks at creative solutions to solve problem that are driving a youth's behavior.
6. Holiday Smiles - provided caring community members the opportunity to make the
holiday season a little brighter for needy area children.
Total service figures for the Council in calendar year 2001 are as follows:
Juvenile Court Diversion 15
Options Course 53
OCTAA (no summer course) 146
Information and Referral calls and visits 513
Teen Court/Smoking Reparations 21






NEW HAMPSHIRE HUMANE SOCIETY
The New Hampshire Humane Society (NHHS) provides numerous services to the
residents and companion animals in the Town of Plymouth. Strays are safely housed
for 7 days prior to becoming available for adoption to the public. NHHS takes in
owner-relinquished pets by appointment and matches the animal with the best adop-
ts e home. Our animals are not euthanized for reasons of space or time. We offer the
residents of your town an alternative to releasing their animal to the streets when they
can no longer care for them. Quarantine facilities are made available to the town as
well as animal cruelty investigation. Educational programs are offered to town
schools and civic organizations. If you are interested in any of the programs, please
call the administrative offices at (603) 524-8236 or contact the shelter at (603) 524-
3252.
The total number of animals brought to the New Hampshire Humane Society
from your Town during 2001 (to 12/10/01) is as follows:
ANIMALS From Town of Plymouth Owner Surrendered
Dogs & Puppies: 23 14




Total received from the Town of Plymouth: 28
Total received from the Residents 3
1





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
MINUTES FOR THE 2001 ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
A legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth in the County of Grafton and
the State ofNew Hampshire was held in the Plymouth Elementary School on Tuesday,
March 13
th
, 2001 . The meeting was opened at 8:00 o'clock in the forenoon by the
Moderator, Robert B. Clay, reading from the year 2001 Town Meeting Warrant.
Moderator Clay read Articles 1 through 1 1 of the Warrant which were to be voted upon
by printed ballot during the voting hours 8:00 AM through 7:00 PM.
It was voted to dispense with the reading of Articles 12 through 41 of the Town Warrant
until 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon ofMarch 14
th
, 2001, at which time the second session
ofthe annual Town Meeting would be held in the Plymouth Elementary School
gymnasium.
The polls were closed to voting on Articles 1 through 1 1 at 7:00 PM and counting of the
ballots commenced. After the counting of ballots was completed, Mr. Clay announced the
results of the voting as follows.
ARTICLE L TOWN OFFICERS
Selectman for three years - John H. Tucker - 396
Tax Collector for three years - Linda Buffington - 567
Town Clerk for three years - Kathleen Latuch - 565
Trustee of Trust funds - Leonard Sawyer received the most write-in votes but
declined the office. John Noyes was later appointed to a one-year term.
Library Trustee - A. Joan Bowers - 506
Cemetery Trustee for three years - Allen MacNeil received the most write-in votes
but declined the office. John Martinsen was later appointed to the position.
ARTICLE 2. "Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting
on all issues before the town?' This article inserted by petition.
Failed, by ballot vote, to meet the 2/3 majority required.
ARTICLE 3. Adoption of Amendment Number 1, as proposed by the Planning Board, or
the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows: Amend Article II, Definitions,
Section 202 to modify the definition of "Continuing Care Retirement Community".
YES 374 NO 153
ARTICLE 4. Adoption of Amendment Number 2, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
1) Amend Article II, Definitions, Section 202 to modify the definition of "Restaurant"
and add definitions for "Drive-through Service" and "Restaurant, Drive-through";
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2) Amend Article III, Zones, Maps and Regulations, Section 304 to allow Drive-through
Restaurants in the Agricultural, Highway Commercial and Industrial Commercial
Development Zones; and
3) Amend Article III, Zones, Maps and Regulations, Section 304 to allow Drive-through
Service in the Agricultural, Highway Commercial and Industrial Commercial
Development Zones and by special exception in the Village Commercial Zone.
YES 372 No 164
ARTICLE 5. Adoption ofAmendment Number 3, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows: Amend Article III, Zones, Maps
and Regulations, Section 304 to require in the Village Commercial Zone a rear setback of
ten (10) feet and to allow by special exception a front and rear setback of zero (0) feet.
YES 327 NO 203
ARTICLE 6, Adoption ofAmendment Number 4, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
1) Amend Article III, Zones, Maps and Regulations, Section 304 to allow on rented lots
in manufactured housing parks setbacks oftwenty-five (25) feet in the front, twelve
(12) feet on the side and twelve (12) feet in the rear in the Agricultural, Village
Commercial, Highway Commercial and Industrial Commercial Development Zones;
and
2) Amend Article IV, General Provisions, Section 403 to specify that this section on
temporary uses and structures allows the temporary use of manufactured homes,
trailers or portable structures for residential, office, storage and locker purposes.
YES 324 NO 207
ARTICLE 7. Adoption ofAmendment Number 5, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows: Amend Article IV, General
Provisions, Section 408.3 to specify the types of materials that signs in the Village
Commercial Zone must be made from or resemble.
YES 313 NO 225
ARTICLE 8. Adoption ofAmendment Number 6, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
1) Amend Article X, Board of Adjustment, Section 1004.2.C to add criteria for the
granting of extensions of special exceptions; and
2) Amend Article X, Board ofAdjustment, Section 1004.4.C to add criteria for the
granting of extensions ofvariances.
YES 354 NO 165
ARTICLE 9. Adoption ofAmendment Number 7, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows: Amend Article X, Board of
Adjustment, Section 1005.2 to send notices to abutters in a manner consistent with state
law.
YES 443 NO 94
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ARTICLE 10. Adoption ofAmendment Number 8, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town of Plymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
1) Amend Article II, Definitions, Section 202 to delete the definition of "Wireless
Communication Facilities";
2) Amend Article III, Zones, Maps and Regulations, Section 304 to change "Wireless
Communication Facilities" to "Personal Wireless Communication Facilities" and allow
Personal Wireless Communication Facilities in all zones provided the provisions of
Article IX are met;
3) Amend Article X, Board of Adjustment, Section 1004 by deleting Section 1 004.3.
C
regarding standards guiding the granting of special exceptions for wireless
communication facilities; and
4) Adopt a new Article IX, Personal Wireless Service Facilities, and renumber
subsequent articles.
5) YES 351 NO 178
ARTICLE 11. Adoption ofAmendment Number 9, as proposed by the Planning Board,
for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as follows: Adopt a new Article X, Impact
Fees, and renumber subsequent sections.
YES 312 NO 202
DELIBERATIVE SESSION
The second session ofa legal meeting ofthe inhabitants ofthe Town of Plymouth, NH
was held in the gymnasium of the Plymouth Elementary School on Wednesday, March 14,
2001 at 7:20 o'clock in the afternoon. An unusually high voter turnout accounted for a
20-minute delay in the start ofthe proceedings. Moderator, Robert B. Clay, opened the
238
th
Annual Meeting ofthe Town of Plymouth by leading those present in the Pledge of
Allegiance.
Moderator Clay explained that since there were some controversial issues facing voters he
would allow brief presentations both against, and in support of, the official warrant. He
first introduced selectman elect, John H. Tucker, who spoke against the proposed
$600,000 tax increase. He feared that Plymouth, which already has the fifth highest tax
rate in the state, could rise to the top of that list. Mr. Tucker urged voters to
acknowledge that this community had reached its spending limit. He felt that the Board's
interest in the tax rate was overshadowed by its zeal to implement the Green Street
Project.
Former selectman, Dick Piper, agreed, saying that this is, in actuality, a town of 3,000
not 6,000 residents (the latter figure includes college students). In response to questions
about Plymouth State College paying its fair share to offset taxes, Mr. Piper stated that he
doesn't expect that to happen and that while the college might be a contributing factor it
was not the reason for the high tax rate. He concluded by cautioning voters that the town
needs to decrease spending and increase revenues in order to support its actual tax base.
Before speaking in favor of the official warrant, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen,
Bill Houle, presented out-going selectman, Steve Panagoulis, with a gift in recognition of
his time, energy and commitment to the well-being of this community.
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Mr. Houle then presented a profile of the tax rate from the past ten years. He spoke in
defense of proposed expenditures, clarifying the impact such costs would have on the tax
rate. Mr. Houle described these projects as preparation for long-term economic
development of South Main Street. He spoke of opportunity for community revitalization
through the creation of a circular traffic pattern in the village district; he also emphasized
the need to take advantage ofthe matching grant funds currently available.
Many of the articles sparked lengthy and worthwhile debate as an unusually large
number of voters participated in the process. To see and/or hear these discussions, as well
as the vast amount of explanation and clarification presented, residents are invited to
contact the Town Clerk's office for information concerning the video and/or cassette
recordings made of the meeting.
ARTICLE 12. STATEMANDATED LANDFILL CLOSURE - PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to:
(1) raise and appropriate the sum of $1,235,000 for the purpose of preparing plans and
specifications, and for the construction of a landfill closure; said funds to be
completely offset by the State Water Pollution Control and Drinking Water Revolving
Loan Fund.
(2) authorize the participation ofthe Town ofPlymouth in the State Water Pollution
Control and Drinking Water Revolving Loan Fund program pursuant to RSA 486:14;
and
(3) authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend State, Federal or other funds
that may become available for said purposes as off-sets to the amount appropriated by
this article.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
(Requires paper ballot, 2/3 majority, polls to be open one hour)
Voters were told that passage of this article would not have an impact on taxes for two
years.
Polls were opened at 7:53 PM and remained open for one hour.
Voted, by 2/3 majority ballot vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $1,235,000
for above stated purpose, to so authorize participation in said program and to so authorize
Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend said funds.
YES 299 NO 80
ARTICLE 13. GREENSTREETIMPROVEMENTS - FAILED
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to proceed with
realignment and improvements to Green Street and extension to connect with Route 3/25
between Warren Avenue and Parker Street, in conjunction with the State ofNew
Hampshire and the Plymouth Water and Sewer District and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,388,000; to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend grant
funds for the life of the project in the amount of $745,000 or more to offset the bonding
expense in future years; and to authorize the issuance of not more than $1,388,000 in
bonds or notes pursuant to RSA 33 and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and determine the rate of interest thereon.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
(Requires paper ballot, 2/3 majority, polls to be open one hour.)
The polls were opened at 8:24 PM and remained open for one hour.
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Failed the 2/3 majority ballot vote needed to so authorize the selectmen to take above
listed actions and to raise and appropriate said money for above stated purposes.
YES 48 NO 332
ARTICLE 14. HIGHLAND STREETIMPROVEMENTS - PASSED OVER
To see ifthe Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to proceed with
improvements to Highland Street and to raise and appropriate the sum of $541,300 for
new drainage system, roadbed and sidewalk from Langdon Street to Broadway, and to
apply for, accept and expend grant funds in the amount of in ensuing year of $409,800 or
more to offset this appropriation; and to authorize the issuance of not more than $111 ,500
in bonds or notes pursuant to RSA 33, and to authorize the selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bond or notes and determine the rate of interest thereon; and further, to
authorize the withdrawal of $20,000 from the FY01 Highland Street Capital Reserve
account.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
(Requires paper ballot, 2/3 majority, polls to be open one hour)
Mr. Panagoulis moved to pass over Article 14 and go directly to #27.
John Wood moved to pass over both Articles; his motion was not seconded.
It was moved to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate.
Voted, by majority affirmative standing vote, to pass over Article 14 and take up
Article 27 at that time.
ARTICLE 15. BUDGET COMMITTEEMEMBER - EDITHSMITH
To elect one (1) member to the Advisory Budget Committee for a four (4) year term.
Edith Smith and Christine Murphy were nominated to the budget committee
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to elect Edith Smith to the budget committee for a
four year term
ARTICLE 16. MAINSTREETIMPROVEMENTS - FAILED
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to proceed with
improvements to Main Street in conjunction with the State ofNew Hampshire and
Plymouth State College. The sum of $70,200 for said project is included in the
appropriation requested in article #25.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so authorize the Selectmen.
A motion was made to restrict reconsideration.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so restrict reconsideration.
ARTICLE 1 7. NORTH GREENSTREET - FAILED
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to proceed with
improvements to North Green Street in conjunction with the State ofNew Hampshire.
The sum of $39,600 for said project is included in the appropriation requested in article
#25.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so authorize the Selectmen.
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ARTICLE 18. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING - PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Board of Selectmen and AFSCME, Council
93, which calls for estimated increases in salaries and benefits (for police and fire
employees) as follows:




$96,834 for the 2002 fiscal year represents the additional costs attributable to salaries over
those of the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year and is
included in article 37; provided however that the Town has reserved the right to re-open
negotiations after July 2, 2001 , on the benefit package provided in order to implement a
flexible benefits plan which might affect estimated increases in benefits for ensuing years.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Police Chief, Anthony Raymond, spoke on behalf ofthe police and fire departments and
encouraged voters to approve the cost items so these employees could be brought up to a
fair wage. He said that 14 people had left positions within the Police and/or Fire
departments since 1994 and that had cost the town money. He added that it had been
three years since these employees had received a cost of living raise.
A motion was made to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so approve such agreement.
A motion was made to restrict reconsideration.
Voted, by affirmative voice, to so restrict reconsideration.
ARTICLE 19. PARTIALLYGRANTFUNDED POSITION- PD -FAILED
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen or their designee to apply for,
accept and expend a grant from the Federal Government to defray costs of hiring an
additional officer for the Police Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$43,537 attributable to the salary and benefits for this position. The Town's share ofthe
costs for the fiscal year 2002 would be $10,884. This grant would pay 75% ($32,653) of
the costs of this position in 2002, and 50% and 25% of such costs in ensuing fiscal years,
and the Town must commit to retaining the position for a total period of four years.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so authorize the Selectmen.
A standing vote was requested; a division count was necessary.
Failed, by negative standing vote, to so authorize.
YES 136 NO 154
ARTICLE 20. PLYMOUTHINN - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,000 for the purpose
of building demolition and site clean up at 52 Main Street on property acquired by the
Town by Tax Collectors Deed. This appropriation is contingent upon confirmation of
adequacy of title satisfactory to the Board of Selectmen and shall be a nonlapsing
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appropriation, pursuant to RSA 32:7 until the project is completed or until June 30, 2005,
whichever occurs first. The Selectmen are authorized to dispose of this property on such
terms and conditions and at such time as they deem appropriate in the best interests ofthe
Town. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be a nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and
will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever
is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
Authorized, by affirmative standing vote, to so raise and appropriate said money, and to
so authorize Selectmen to dispose of the property in the above described manner. A
division count was requested.
YES 158 NO 129
ARTICLE 21. PETITIONED WARRANTARTICLE - FAILED
To see ifthe Town of Plymouth will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
to help oflset costs accrued by the Chem-Free Graduation Committee. This committee
will have sole responsibility for the use ofthese funds for implementation ofa Chem-Free
graduation night for the Senior Class ofPRHS. The purpose of this gathering is keeping
our graduates chem-free on what is known to be the most dangerous night for seniors. A
further purpose of this fund allocation is to show the youth ofSAU48 the support of our
town for their health and development of responsible decision-making. Any unused funds
will be donated to PRHS to support their drug and alcohol prevention programs.
The Board of Selectmen does not recommend passage of this article.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum.
ARTICLE 22. WINTER STREET - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to discontinue a portion of Winter Street, so called,
abutting 33 Winter Street, and to authorize conveyance ofthe discontinued portion to the
owner of 33 Winter Street, on such terms and conditions as the Selectmen determine.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to discontinue such portion of Winter Street and to
authorize conveyance of said portion as approved by Selectmen.
ARTICLE 23. FUNDING FOR AREA AGENCIES - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,017 for the below
listed agencies:
Tri County Community Action Outreach $2,500
Animal Control Agreement with HumaneSociety $3,850
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency $16,000
Grafton County Senior Citizen Council $5,665
Plymouth Chamber ofCommerce $ 1 ,500
Pemi Baker Youth and Family Services $2,500
North Country Council $3,502
Plymouth Regional Free Clinic $1,000
Friends of the Arts $100
Main Street 2000 Program $5,000
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Baker River Water Shed $100
Baker-Pemi Senior Citizens $1,800
Plymouth Area Crisis Services $1,500
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
John Wood asked to amend this figure to include $500 to acquire jackets for the
championship basketball team.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so amend this article.
Sarah Hundgeon moved to amend the article to exclude $ 1 500 for the Plymouth
Chamber of Commerce.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so amend this article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate the sum of $45,017 for
the above stated purposes.
ARTICLE 24. FUNDING FOR ADMINISTRATIVEITEMS - PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,277 to fund the
following capital items for administration purposes:
Computer Software Improvements-Police dept $ 1 7,225
Copier Lease-Selectmen's Office $2,052
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, these will be nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriations and will
not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is
less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate the sum of $19,277 for the
above stated purposes.
ARTICLE 25. FUNDING FOR ROAD CONSTRUCTION - FAILED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $109,800 to fund the
following capital item:
Road Construction $109,800
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be a nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not
lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years,
whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
John Tucker moved to amend this Article by reducing the amount to $59,800
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so amend the article.
Failed, by negative voice vote to so raise and appropriate the sum of $109, 800 for
the above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 26. GREENSTREETPROJECT - FAILED
In the event Article #13 passes the intent is to pass over this article indefinitely. To see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $571,000 to fund the following
capital item:
Green Street Project $571,000
And to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend grant funds in an amount
of $0 in ensuing year (total expected grant funding for this project is $745,000) or more to
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offset this appropriation in future years. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be a nonlapsing,
nontransferable appropriation and will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is
complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
Mr. Panagoulis suggested passing over this article permanently.
Moderator Clay asked for clarification.
Mr. Piper moved to vote on the article, in order to give Selectmen a clear and final
mandate from voters on this issue.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to raise and appropriate said money.
It was further moved to restrict reconsideration.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so restrict reconsideration.
ARTICLE 27. HIGHLAND STREETPROJECT - PASSED
In the event Article #14 passes the intent is to pass over this article indefinitely.
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $541,300 to fund the
following capital item:
Highland Street Project $541,300
And to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend grant funds in the amount
of$409,800 in ensuing year or more to offset this appropriation.; and further, to authorize
the withdrawal of $20,000 from the FY01 Highland Street Capital Reserve account.
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be a nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not
lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article by a vote oftwo to one.
It was moved to amend this article to add the phrase "raise and appropriate $1 1 1,500
through capital budget".
Town attorney, Dan Creen, advised this was not necessary and the motion was
withdrawn.
A motion was made to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $541,300 and
to so authorize selectmen to take the above described actions.
ARTICLE 28. REMEDIATION OF GAS LEAK- PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000 for the purpose
of continuing the remediation of the gasoline leak adjacent to the Highway Garage. This
sum is offset by State Oil Discharge and Disposal Cleanup Fund reimbursements. Pursuant
to RSA 32:7, this will be nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not lapse until
the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $4,000.
ARTICLE 29. FUNDING FOR BRIDGE - PASSED




Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will
not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is
less. This amount will be partially offset by grant funding.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
In response to a request to identify the bridges targeted, voters were told the capital
fund would be used for New Hebron, Cummings Hill Rd, Reservoir Rd, Morse Rd and
Old Hebron Rd.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $50,000 for the
above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 30. FUNDING FOR LANDFILL CLOSURE - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $74,000 to fund the
following capital item:
Landfill Closure/Engineering $74,000
and to authorize the withdrawal of $19,000 plus interest from Capital Reserve, with the
balance of $55,000 to be raised by general taxation. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be
nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not lapse until the respective project/
purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $74,000 for the
above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 31. FUNDING FOR EQUIPMENTITEMS - PASSED ASAMENDED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $164,747 to fund the
following capital items:
Fire/Lakes Region Communication Center $7,852
Highway -Front End Loader $100,000
Recycling/Equipment Maint $5,000
Fire - Pick-up Truck $21,000
Cemetery -Used Truck $12,000
Equipment - Parking $18,895
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, these will be nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriations and will
not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is
less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Mr. Piper moved to amend this article, reducing the figure to $124,852 by deleting the
pickup and parking equipment lines.
It was moved to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate.
Voted, by standing vote, to so amend this article.
Yes 116 NO 100
Jim Mitchell moved to amend this article to put $10,000 back in for a less
expensive truck.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so amend.
A motion was made to amend this article to put $21 ,000 back in for the truck for a total
of $145,852.
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Voted, by standing vote, to so amend this article.
Yes 126 No 88
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum ofS 145,852, as
amended, for the above stated purposes.
ARTICLE 32. FUNDING CASESKID STEER - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,400 to fund the
following capital items:
Replace 89 Case Skid Steer $23,400
and to authorize the withdrawal of $15,000 plus interest from Capital Reserve, with the
balance of $8,400 to be raised by general taxation. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be
nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not lapse until the respective project/
purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage ofthis article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $23,400 for
the above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 33. FUNDING FORAMBULANCE - PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $96,765 to fund the
following capital items:
Ambulance - Vehicle $96,765
and to authorize the withdrawal of $76,000 plus interest from Capital Reserve, with the
balance of $20,765 to be raised by general taxation. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be
nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not lapse until the respective project/
purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $96,765 for
the above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 34. FUNDING FOR HIGHWAYDEPT. - PASSEDASAMENDED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $565,333 for FY'01
for the Highway Department as follows:
Highway Department $51 0,333
Street Lighting $55,000
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, these will be nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriations and will
not lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is
less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Mr. Tucker moved to amend Article 34, reducing the highway line by $20,218.
It was moved to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate.
Voted, by standing vote to so amend this article.
YES 104 NO 98
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $545,1 15, as
amended, for above stated purposes.
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It was moved to restrict reconsideration.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to restrict reconsideration.
ARTICLE 35. FUNDING FOR CAPITAL RESERVE - PASSED ASAMENDED
To see if the Town will vote to establish or add to existing Capital Reserve Funds
under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 for the following purposes and raise and appropriate
the respective sums (totaling $67,000) to be placed in said funds:
Replace '81 Mack/Fire Truck $47,000
Dispatch Equipment Reserve $10,000
Parks & Rec - Fox Pond Enhancements $1 0,000
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Mr. Piper moved to amend this article by eliminating $10,000 for Fox Pond
enhancements.
Voted, by standing vote, to so amend this article.
YES 107 NO 91
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $57,000, as
amended, for the above named purposes.
ARTICLE 36. GOVERNMENTAL CHARGES - PASSED ASAMENDED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,099,227 to defray
general government charges for FY'02:
Salaries, Fees and Expenses $238,778
Election, Registration, Vital Statistics $ 1 03,897
Financial Administration $142,930
Reappraisal of Property $25,000
Contracted Services $70,250
Planning and Zoning $61,888









The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
Mr. Piper moved to amend this article by reducing the total sum to $1,031,676.
Moderator Clay stated that the amendment had to specify which line item was to be
reduced in order to keep the article in proper voting format. This ensured that a total of
individual lines would still equal an amended bottom line. Discussion centered around
making the reduction in the Salaries, Fees and Expenses line. While several voters
expressed reluctance to target salaries, they were told that the Selectmen could later use
their discretion in determining where to make actual reductions.
An amendment was proposed, removing $67,551 from the Salaries, Fees and Expenses
line, for a new total of $ 1 ,03 1 ,676.
A motion was made to limit debate.
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Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate.
Voted, by standing vote, to so amend this article.
YES 117 NO 84
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $1,031,676,as
amended, for the above named purposes.
ARTICLE 37. FUNDING FOR PUBLICSAFETY - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,688,946 for FY'02




The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
It was moved to limit debate immediately.
Voted, by affirmative standing vote, to so limit debate.
YES 106 NO 81
John Tucker challenged the moderator's decision to accept a motion to limit debate
without discussion.
Mr. Clay put the question to the voters as to whether or not they supported the
moderator.
Voted, by majority standing vote, to support the Moderator.
Voted, by standing vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $1,688,946 for above
stated purposes.
YES 110 NO 71
A motion was made to restrict reconsideration.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to restrict reconsideration.
ARTICLE 38. FUNDING FOR SANITATION - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $327,581 for FY'02 for
sanitation as follows:
Recycling/Solid Waste Disposal $323,781
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District Dues $3,800
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
It was moved to limit debate.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to limit debate
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $327,581 for
the above stated purposes.
ARTICLE 39. FUNDING DEPARTMENTAL OPERA TIONS - PASSED
To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $576,194 for FY
'02 for departmental operations as follows:







The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
A motion was made to reduce the Parks and Recreation line by $12,087, the library line
by $14,268 and the Town Common line by the entire $2,500, changing the total to
$547,339.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to so amend this article.
Another motion was made to increase the Parks & Recreation line by $1500 for roof
repairs and sports jackets. There was no second.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of $576,194 for
the above stated purposes.
ARTICLE 40. MUNICIPAL ENERGY COSTREDUCTIONPLAN-PASSED
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a contract with New Hampshire
Electric Co-operative/Energy Audit consultant to develop a Municipal energy cost
reduction plan, the cost for which would be covered through energy cost savings, New
Hampshire Electric Co-operative rebates and a state grant application to the State ofNew
Hampshire Energy Office; and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept and expend
any grant or other income realized through the study.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so authorize the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 41. ANYOTHER BUSINESS
To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
A motion was made to reconsider Article 36, amending the amount to be raised and
appropriated to the original amount.
Failed, by negative voice vote, to reconsider Article 36.
Dick Piper, Chairman ofthe Covered Bridge Advisory Committee, stated that the
dedication ceremony for the new bridge was scheduled for June 9, 2001
.
There was no other business and the meeting was adjourned at 1:10 AM.
At this point Mr. Houle announced that voter action on this night would have the effect of
increasing the tax rate by $3.57 per thousand.
Respectfully submitted,
Kathleen Latuch,








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WARRANT FOR THE 2002 ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
To the inhabitants ofthe Town ofPlymouth in the County of Grafton and the State of
New Hampshire qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in said Plymouth on
Tuesday, the 12th ofMarch, next, polls to be open for voting on Articles 1 through 1 1, at
8:00 o'clock in the forenoon, and to close not earlier than 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon,
and you are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in said Plymouth
on Wednesday, the 13th ofMarch, next, at 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon for the
deliberative session ofthe Town Meeting at which time action will be taken upon the
remaining articles of this warrant.
ARTICLE 1 . To elect the following town officers which appear on the official town
ballot for the ensuing year: Selectman, Moderator, Supervisor ofthe
Checklist, Trustees ofthe Trust Fund, Treasurer, Library Trustee, and
Cemetery Trustees.
ARTICLE 2. Petitioned Warrant Article:
Are you in favor of adopting the provisions ofRSA 40:13 (known as SB-
2) to allow official ballot voting on all issues before the town on the 2nd
Tuesday ofMarch?
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 1, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amend Article II, Definitions, Section 202 to add a definition of
"Campgrounds". (The Planning Board recommends approval.)
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 2, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows:
A. Amend Article III, Zones, Maps and Regulations, Section 304 to allow
Campgrounds by special exception in the Agricultural Zone; and
B. Amend Article XII, Board of Adjustment, Section 1204.3 to adopt standards for
granting special exceptions for campgrounds.
(The Planning Board recommends approval.)
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ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment Number 3, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows:
A. Amend Article IV, General Provisions, Section 41 1 .3 to allow parking within five
(5) feet of a property line by special exception in the Multi-Family Residential
Zone and Civic Institutional Zone; and
B. Amend Article XII, Board ofAdjustment, Section 1204.3 to adopt standards for
granting special exceptions for allowing parking within five (5) feet of a property
line by special exception in the Multi-Family Residential Zone and Civic
Institutional Zone.
(The Planning Board recommends approval.)
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 4, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amend Article IV, General Provisions, to delete Section 41 1.1
part C, Existing Structures and Uses. (The Planning Board recommends
approval.)
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 5, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amend Article IV, General Provisions, Section 41 1.4 to
prohibit occupying or sleeping in a vehicle overnight. (The Planning
Board recommends approval.)
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 6, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amend Article IV, General Provisions, Section 41 1 .5 to require
parking spaces in the Single-Family and Multi-Family Residential Zones
to have a paved or gravel surface. (The Planning Board recommends
approval.)
ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 7, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amend Article XI, Administration and Enforcement, Section
1 104 to increase the fine for violating the Zoning Ordinance from one
hundred ($100) to two hundred seventy-five ($275) per day, which is
consistent with state law. (The Planning Board recommends approval.)
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment Number 8, as proposed
by the Planning Board, for the Town ofPlymouth Zoning Ordinance, as
follows: Amend Article XII, Board ofAdjustment, Section 1204.4 to
change the criteria for granting variances. This amendment will make
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these criteria consistent with state law. (The Planning Board
recommends approval.)
ARTICLE 11. Are you in favor of a petition to amend Article XTV, Section 1401,
(Single Family Residential), to change the district boundary descriptions
ofthe Single Family Residential (SFR) and Agricultural (A) zoning
districts to rezone an area along Route 3 from Parker Street then
southerly in a straight line to a point 1,550 west ofRoute 3 and 1,000
feet north ofCummings Hill Road from Single Family Residential to
Agricultural. (The Planning Board recommends NOT approving.)
DELIBERATIVE SESSION
ARTICLE 12. To elect one (1) member to the Advisory Budget Committee for a four
(4) year term.
ARTICLE 13. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$610,236 for FY'02 for departmental operations as follows:






Health Enforcement Expenses $1,545
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 14. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$590,404 for FY'02 for the Highway Department as follows:
Highway Department $535,404
Street Lighting $55,000
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
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ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$898,388 to defray general government charges for FY'02:
Salaries, Fees and Expenses $228,493
Election, Registration, Vital Statistics $108,026
Financial Administration $123,990
Reappraisal of Property $32,000
Legal/Prosecutor $55,250
Planning and Zoning $67,3 1
1






The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 16. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of




The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 17. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$329,230 for FY'02 for sanitation as follows:
Recycling/Solid Waste Disposal $325,430
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District Dues $3,800
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 1 8. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$286,741 to fund the following capital items:
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Landfill Closure Engineering/Transition $55,000
Road Construction $90,000
Town Wide Mapping (payment 1 of 3) $30,000
Fox Pond Park Enhancement $15,000
Hwy/Front End Loader (lease payment 2 of 2) $22,689
Recycling Equipment/Opportunities $5,000
Hwy/Sidewalk Tractor $58,000
Copier Lease Selectmen's Office $2,052
NH Route 25 Initial Corridor Study $4,000
Plymouth Housing Study $5,000
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, these will be nonlapsing, nontransferable
appropriations and will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is
complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 19. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $47,500
to fund the following capital item:
Main Street TE 21 Project $47,500
This amount will be used as partial matching funding for this TE 21
Project. The total matching dollars for the project is currently estimated
at $95,000, therefore the remaining $47,500 will be requested in the
FY04 budget. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, these will be nonlapsing, nontransferable
appropriations and will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is
complete or in three years, whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 20. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $52,85
1
to fund the following capital items for public safety purposes:
Fire/Lakes Region Communication Center $7,85
1
Police Department Generator $25,000
Public Safety Building plans $20,000
And to authorize the withdrawal of $25,000 for the Police
department generator from the Dispatch Capital Reserve Fund
established for these purposes. The balance to be funded through general
taxation and other offsetting revenue. Pursuant to RSA 32:7, these will
be nonlapsing, nontransferable accounts and will not lapse until the
respective project/purchase is complete or in three years, whichever is
less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
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ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,928
for the below listed agencies:
Youth and Family Services $2,500
Animal Control Agreement with Humane Society $4,100
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency $16,000
Grafton County Senior Citizen Council $6,050
Plymouth Chamber ofCommerce $1,500
Tri County Community Action $2,500
North Country Council $3,428
Plymouth Regional Free Clinic $1,000
Friends of the Arts $100
Main Street Program $5,000
Plymouth Area Crisis Services $1,500
Baker River Water Shed $100
Conservation Commission $100
Conservation Commission Dues $250
Baker-Pemi Senior Citizens $1,800
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
long term lease/purchase agreement in an amount not to exceed $24,000,
payable over two years at a rate of $12,000 per year to purchase a car for
the Fire Chief and to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000 for the
first year's payment for that purpose. This lease purchase agreement is
subject to a non-appropriation clause which means that the lease
purchase agreement may be terminated ifa future town meeting fails to
approve funding.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,660
for the purpose of continuing the remediation of the gasoline leak
adjacent to the Highway Garage. This sum is offset by State Oil
Discharge and Disposal Cleanup Fund reimbursements. Pursuant to RSA
32:7, this will be nonlapsing, nontransferable appropriation and will not
lapse until the respective project/purchase is complete or in three years,
whichever is less.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
long term lease/purchase agreement in an amount not to exceed
$235,000, payable over five years at a rate of $47,000 in the first year to
purchase a Fire Engine and to raise and appropriate the sum of $47,000
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for the first year's payment for that purpose. This lease purchase
agreement is subject to a non-appropriation clause which means that the
lease purchase agreement may be terminated if a future town meeting
fails to approve funding.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 25. To see ifthe Town will vote to establish or add to existing Capital
Reserve Funds under the provisions ofRSA 35:1 for the following
purposes and raise and appropriate the respective sums (totaling
$120,800) to be placed in said funds:
Ambulance $25,800
Sidewalk Improvements $20,000
Dispatch Equipment Reserve $10,000
Highland Street Capital Reserve $50,000
Recycling-Horizontal Baler $15,000
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 26. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000
to fund the following capital item:
Bridge $50,000
Pursuant to RSA 32:7, this will be nonlapsing, nontransferable
appropriation and will not lapse until the respective project/purchase is
complete or in three years, whichever is less. This amount will be
partially offset by grant funding.
The Board of Selectmen recommends passage of this article.
ARTICLE 27. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
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Given under our hands this 14th day ofFebruary 2002.
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF PLYMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Appropriations ana Estimates or Revenue for tne Ensuing Year January 1, to December 31,
or Fiscal Year From July 1, 2002 to June 30, 2003
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area, this
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy or tne budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must he placed on
rile with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department or Revenue Administration at the above address.
DATE: February 14, 2001
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.
J-kj-41 ——^ William Houle, Chairman
Paul SanSoucie
John Tucker
IALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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Budget - Town of Plymouth FY '0312 3 MS-6
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR .




















4130-4139 Executive 15 209,867 223,392 223,981
4140-4149 Election Reg
.
i Vital Statistic 15 103,897 98,362 108,026
4150-4151 Financial Administration 15 116,051 118,080 123,990
4152 Revaluation of Property 15 25,000 23,671 32,000
4153 Contract Services 15 57,489 40,050 55,250
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 15 2,000 9,931 3,512
4191-4193 Planning £ Zoning 15 61,888 54,931 67,311
4194 General Government Buildings 15 28,140 28,581 34,950
4195 Cemeteries 15 47,215 43,499 48,277
4196 Insurance 15 60,600 65,335 68,100
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 21 10,102 9,425 10,028
4199 Other General Government 15 1,000 195 1,000
PUBLIC SAFETY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4210-4214 Police 16 970,022 780,793 992,087
4215-4219 Ambulance 16 58,631 45,364 61,015
4220-4229 Fire 16 660,293 578,743 677,536
4240-4249 Building Inspection
4290-4298 Emergency Management
4299 Other (Including Communications)
AIRPORT/AVIATION CENTER xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4301-4309 Airport Operations
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
13 7,664 6,893 3,375
XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4311 Administration
4312 Highways 6 Streets 14 490,115 453,657 535,404
4313 Bridges 26 50,000 55,000 50,000
4316 Street Lighting 14 55,000 52,202 55,000
4319 Other
SANITATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4321 Administration
4323 Solid Waste Collection 17 323,781 277,921 325,430
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR.





Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY








| 4326-4329 (Sewage Coll. s Disposal « OtheJ 17 3,800 3,355 3,800|
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administration
4332 Water Services
4335-4339 Water Treatment, Conserv.4 Other
ELECTRIC xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Generation
4353 Purchase Costs
4354 Electric Equipment Maintenance
4359 Other Electric Costs
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration 13 1,545 1,394 1,545
4414 Pest Control 21 3.850 3,350 4,100
4415-4419 Health Agencies £ Hosp. £ Othe. 21 17,000 17,000 17,000
WELFARE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4441-4442 Administration £ Direct Assist 15 8,300 4,193 8,343
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pymn 21 13,965 12,165 14,350
4445-4449 Vendor Payments £ Other 15 22,000 13,498 22,000
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4520-4529 Parks £ Recreation 13 356.800 336,672 378,799
4550-4559 Library 13 205,055 169,298 219,842
4583 Patriotic Purposes 13 675 675 675
4589 Other Culture £ Recreation 13,21 6,100 3,227 6,100
CONSERVATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin. £ Purch. of Nat. Resouro 21 50 350
4619 Other Conservation 15 2,400 1,875 2,400
4631-4632 REDEVELOPMNT & HOUSING
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT!
DEBT SERVICE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ . - Long Term Bonds £ Notei 15 260,000 260,000 85,000
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds £ Noti 15 24,234 39,323 14,248
4723 Int. on Tax Anticipation Notes
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WARR. Prior Year As
ART . # Approved by DRA
Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Prior Year (recommended) (not recommended;
DEBT SERVICE cont.
FY '02 FY '01 FY '03
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4790-4799|Other Debt Service
CAPITAL 6uYLay xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land 18,19.23 1,929,300 129,047 249,160
4902 Machinery, Vehicles t Equipment 18.20 2124 285,294 220,093 199,592
4903 Building*
4909 Improvements Other Than Bldgs.
Ol3ERATING TRANSFERS OUT XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund





4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 25 57,000 81,030 120,800
4916 To Exp . Tr . Fund-except #4917
4917 To Health Maint. Trust Funds
4918 To Nonexpendable Trust Funds
4919 To Agency Funds
SUBTOTAL 1 $6,536,123 $4,262,219 $4,824,376
If you have a line item of appropriations from mors
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•SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES'
Special warrant article* arc defined in RSA 32:3,VI, as appropriations 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations
raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separata fond created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article.
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS NARR. Prior Taar Aa Expand!tures ENSUING FT ENSUING FT
Acct.# (RSA 32:3,V) ART . # Approved by DRA Prior Taar (RECCMoraDED) (not REQObMEMDXD)
FY '02 FY '01 FY '03
4313 Bridge Repair 50.000 55,000 50.000
4901 Fuel Cleanup 4,000 4,908 2.660
4901 Road Construction 26,031 90.000
4901 Plymouth Inn 75,000
4901 Fox Pond Enhancements 15,000
4901 Town Wide Mapping 30,000
4901 NH Route 25 Initial Corridor Study 4,000
4901 Plymouth Housing Study 5,000
4901 Main Street TE 21 Project 47,500
4901 Landfill Closure 74,000 11,593 55,000
4901 Landfill Closure-Revolving Loan 1.235.000
4901 Highland Street Project 541,300
4901 Sidewalk Improvements 17,250
4902 Copier Lease 2.052 2,310 2,052
4902 Lakes Region Commun Ctr. 7.852 7,851
4902 Recycling Equipment/opportunities 5,000 4,941 5,000
4902 Highway-Front End Loader 100,000 22,689
4902 Fire-Pick up Truck 21.000
4902 Cemetery-Used Truck 12,000
4902 Parking Equipment
4902 Replace 89 Case Skid Steer 23.400
4902 Ambulance-Vehicle 96.765
4902 Computer Software/Police 17,225 16,774
4902 Vehicle-Public Safety 36,037
4902 Vehicle-Fire-Pumper Tanker 39,110
4902 Equipment-Computer Upgrade 5,716
4902 Vehicle-Park & Rec-28% truck 1,795
4902 Sol Waste-Air Vent System 743
4902 Recy-Repiace 86 Skidsteer 34,615
4902 Hwy-1 Ton Dump Truck 30,000
4902 Hwy-Replace Truck 40,000
4902 Fire-Lakes Reg Comm Center 7,852
4902 Highway-Sidewalk Tractor 58.000
4902 Police-Generator 25,000
4902 Public Safety Building Plans 20.000
4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 57.000 81,030 120.800
xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx $560,552 xxxxxxxxx
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"INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES"
Individual" warrant articles it* not necessarily the >ut aa "special warrant articles". Individual warrant articles
















FY '02 FY "01 FY '03
4130 Executive 15 209,867 223,392 223,981
4140 Election, Reg., Vital Statistics 15 103,897 98,362 108,026
4150 Financial Administration 15 116,051 118,080 123,990
4152 Revaluation of Property 15 25,000 23,671 32,000
4153 Contract Services 15 57,489 40,050 55,250
4155 Personnel Administration 15 2,000 9,931 3,512
4191 Planning & Zoning 15 61,888 54,931 67,311
4194 General Govt. Buildings 15 28,140 28,581 34,950
4195 Cemeteries 15 47,215 43,499 48,277
4196 Insurance 15 60,600 65,335 68,166
4199 Other General Government 15 1,000 195 1,000
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 21 10,102 9,425 10,028
4210 Police 16 970,022 780,793 992,087
4215 Ambulance 16 58,631 45,364 61,015
4220 Fire 16 660.293 578,743 677,536
4312 Highway 14 490,115 453,657 535,404
4316 Street Lighting 14 55,000 52,202 55,000
4318 Airport 13 7,664 6,893 3,375
4324 Solid Waste/Recycling 17 323,781 277,921 325,430
4326 Pemi Baker Solid Waste District 17 3,800 3,355 3,800
4411 Health Enforcement Expenses 13 1,545 1,394 1,545
4414 Humane Sodety_ 21 3,850 3,350 4,100
4415 Health Agencies & Hospitals 21 17,000 17,000 17,000
4441 Welfare: Administration 15 8,300 4,193 8,343
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Pmts 21 13,965 12,165 14,350
4445 Welfare: Vendor Payments 15 22,000 13,498 22,000
4520 Parks & Recreation 13 356,800 336,672 378.799
4530 Library 13 205,055 169,298 219,842
4583 Patriotic Purposes 13 675 675 675
4589 Other Culture & Recreation 13,21 6,100 3,227 6,100
4611 Conservation Commission 21 50 350
4619 Other Conservation 15 2,400 1,875 2,400
4711 Debt Service: Principal 15 260,000 260,000 85,000
4721 Debt Service: Interest 15 24,234 39,323 14,248
4902 Fire-Chiefs Car 22 12,000
4902 Fire Engine 47,000
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx $4,263,824 XXXXXXXXX
Sb
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1 2 3 4 5 6
WARR, Estimated Revenues













3120 Land Use Change Taxes 37,797 10,980 20,000
3180 Resident Taxes
3185 Timber Taxes 20,000 77,994 20,000
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes 41,000 41,574 41,000
3189 Other Taxes
3190 Interest £ Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 80,000 67,603 80,000
Inventory Penalties
Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu yd)
Excavation Activity Tax 2,098
_ XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3210 Business Licenses & Permits 5,200 6,330 5,000
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 485,000 496,484 490,000
3230 Building Permits 20,000 21.485 25,000
3290 Other Licenses , Permits £ Fees 32,000 34,108 32,000
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 59,007 59,007 59,007
3352 Meals £ Rooms Tax Distribution 153,532 139,775 153,532
3353 Highway Block Grant 111,227 107,139 106,634
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Bousing £ Community Development
3356 State £ Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 2 2 2
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 27,000 67,243 20,000
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Departments 695,000 770,487 700,000
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3501 Sale of Municipal Property
3502 Interest on Investments 75,000 90,839 75,000
3503-3509 Other 80,000 127,990 80,000
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3912 Proa Special Revenue rnnda
3913 rroa Capital Projects Funds





3915 From Capital Reserve Ponds 130,843 26,871 25,000
3916 Proa Trust S Agency Ponds 29,000 17,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
I
3934|Proc. fron Long Tax* Bonds £ Notes
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes 50,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS $2,081,608 $2,148,010 $1,999,175
•BUDGET SUMMARY*
SUBTOTAT. 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) $4,824,376
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) included above
SUBTOT; it, 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) included above
TOTAL Appropriations Iiecommended $4,824,376
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above, column 6 $1,999,175















Capital Reserve Accounts Wl 1
Commissioners' Report W13
District Meeting Minutes W18
District Officials W3
Report of the Treasurer,Wastewater Division W6
Report of the Treasurer, Water Division W4
MFA Accounts W9
Statement of Bonded Debt, Wastewater Division, Water Division W12
Operations Report W14
Warrant W25
Water Quality Test Results W16
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PLYMOUTH VILLAGE WATER & SEWER DISTRICT OFFICERS
COMMISSIONERS:
John J. McCormack Term Expires 2002
Judith A. D'Aleo Term Expires 2003
Richard A. Flanders Term Expires 2004
CLERK:
Carol P. Mabin Term Expires 2003
MODERATOR:
Leonard S. Sawyer Term Expires 2001
TREASURER:










FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
Beginning Balance, January 1, 2001 25,901.72
Investment 80,032.39
Petty Cash on Hand, January 1, 2001 50.00
INCOME:
Water Rents 460,917.35
Labor & Supplies 1,965.71
Applications 1,100.00
Returned Check Fees 100.00
Sale of District Property 50.00
Misc Income 28.14
Transfer in/Retainage 41,560.80
Refunds 279.71 45,084.36 506,001.71






District Officers 4,165.00 131,625.48
Administration & Office Expense






















Service Installation Material 1,195.49
Pump Stations 3,285.70

























Capital Reserve Fund 90,750.00
Funded Debt 67,574.90 165,092.90
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 498,449.12
2000 Accounts Payable 9,432.67
2000 Wages and Benefits Payable 2,921.27
Bank Charges 30.00
Ending Balance, December 31, 2001 36,926.96
Investment 73,007.02





FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
Beginning Balance, January 1, 2001 699,472.66
Investments 14,837.32
Petty Cash, January 1, 2001 50.00
INCOME:
Sewer Rents 500,300.57





Septage Disposal Permits 1,461.41
Municipal Septage Permit Fee 2,400.00
From Capital Projects Fund 115,821.00
Dividend/Primex 204.00
Refunds 215.94
Miscellaneous Income 219.34 163,330.18 663,630.75







District Officers 4,165.00 181,164.35
Administration & Office Expense

































Pumps & Machinery 6,515.96
Flow Transmitter/PLC 2,860.27
Vehicles 1,997.26



















Fairgrounds Sewer Line Extension 11,164.75
Computer Hardware/Software 2,224.00
Bead Blasting Cabinet 1,196.93








Funded Debt 479,471.35 551,602.18
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: 1,258,969.38
2000 Payables 12,440.16
2000 Wages and Benefits Payable 2,042.06
Bank Charges 85.00
Ending Balance December 31, 2001 142,062.69
Investment 15,403.22













Transfer to General Fund 334,286.55
Transfer to Rural Development 1 5,2 1 7.04
Pemigewasset National Bank 9,043.63
Total Disbursements 358,547.22
Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 200
1
$59,167.22
Community Guaranty Savings Bank






Transfer to Investment 60,000.00
Transfer to State Street Bank 763,883.75
Community Guaranty Savings Bank 60.00
Total Disbursements 823,943.75
Ending Balance, December 31, 2001 $23,221.87
Meredith Village Savings Bank





Transfer to General Fund 660,569.45
Meredith Village Saings Bank 2,091.43 662,660.88
Ending Balance, December 3 1 , 200 $96,387.80
W9
Community Guaranty Savings Bank
Escrow for J. Parker
Beginning Balance, January 1, 2001 $840.43
Income:
Interest 19.64
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During 2001, the District Commissioners and staff sought needed improvements
to its water and sewer infrastructure and facilities. With approval of all warrant arti-
cles at the March annual meeting, the District has continued moving forward on sev-
eral projects while providing excellent quality drinking water and wastewater treat-
ment at a moderate cost to District ratepayers.
The Commissioners hired HydroSource Associates, Inc., a groundwater explo-
ration firm from Ashland, to aid the District in finding an additional potable water
source. Seismic testing is scheduled for 2002 at promising sites along the Baker and
Pemigewasset Rivers, to be followed by additional test drilling.
The District joined with the Town of Holderness, PSC, the Plymouth Community
Planner, and a representative from the Plymouth Planning Board to prepare a source
water protection plan with the assistance of the Northeast Rural Water Association. The
Plan outlines measures to protect Plymouth's water supply from contamination and
includes an updated emergency response plan. The District will be seeking approval of
GAA status from the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (DES) for
a 4,000 foot radius around the existing wells which will restrict certain land uses such
as landfills, hazardous waste storage, and other potential pollution sources. Alex Ray's
project to convert Solon Manufacturing (formerly Plymouth Manufacturing) to a
hotel/restaurant/spa has positive impacts for the Town and the District. In particular, the
stormwater design will increase the treatment of runoff from the site and further protect
the District's wells. This use will be compatible with GAA status, as noted above.
The construction of the sewer line to serve Fairgrounds Road and vicinity has
continued to evolve. The current design brings the sewer line down Fairgrounds Road
to the District boundary. Additional delays have involved the environmental assess-
ment required by Rural Development, as well as engineering reviews, an additional
pump station, and easements. The project is expected to be bid this winter.
High quality compost continues to be produced and is available at no cost to
Plymouth residents. Twenty-three towns have signed a written agreement with the
District to provide for septage disposal and pay an annual fee of $100.
The District continues to work closely with Wal*Mart engineers to provide for
their infrastructure needs. DES granted a one-year extension for sewage design and
discharge. The District recently approved an updated Sewer Use Ordinance, which
outlines requirements for discharges to the sewer, and expects to implement the
Industrial Pretreatment Program in 2002.
Improvements and system expansion come at a cost. The District had to increase
sewer rates in 2001 due to a stall in the economy and lower interest rates on invest-
ments. The District still remains in the lowest third in New Hampshire with respect
to rates. The District expects to provide water and sewer service to additional ratepay-
ers in the future. The Commissioners and staff remain focused on improving our
products and services for the benefit of the users.
The Commissioners serve you, the ratepayers and users, and we value your con-
tinued support.
Respectfully,
John J. McCormack Jr.
Judith A. D'Aleo




The year 2001 brought changes to the water division personnel. Long time
employee, Charles Nelson, retired as of December 31, 2001. Charlie had given twen-
ty-six years of excellent service to the District. It was a pleasure to have worked with
him. He will be missed.
We welcome a new employee, Bruce Tucker. Bruce comes to us from the
Merrimack Village District. He has twelve years of water operator experience and his
skills are welcomed.
A Wellhead Protection Program was implemented this year. Members of the
steering committee include: members of the Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District
Board of Commissioners and staff, the Plymouth Community Planner, Plymouth State
College staff member, and a member from Holderness. Under the guidance of the
Northeast Rural Water Association several things were accomplished this year. A
source water protection plan was completed, an educational mailer was sent out with
the fourth quarter bills, and Best Management Practice surveys were started.
As is true with other water providers a serious look at our wellsite security was
taken. As a result of that survey we have applied for and were granted a Source Water
Protection Grant for a well site security project.
Although the water usage audit was not as positive as in 2000, it still remained
within the industry standard of 15%. The audit compares the total water to all known
uses. The 2001 unaccounted for percent was 14.6%. Through diligence the water
division staff located and repaired two water main breaks in December. These two
breaks were significant contributors to the increase of unaccounted for water use.
Water System Totals:
171,564,400 gallons pumped







The wastewater treatment plant saw a good deal of paint and coatings this year in
an effort to extent the life and utility of our equipment and physical plant.
Permanent shelters were added over the clarifier chain drive units. Secondary
clarifier #2 got all of its metal work sand blasted and painted. A dry hydrant was
installed for ease of dewatering. Belly-band bearings on screw pump #2 were
replaced. The bar screen rake at the headworks was rebuilt and runs as smooth as a
fine Swiss watch. Approximately 40 percent of the plant's exposed concrete has been
recoated with plans to get the remaining 60 percent done this year. Wooden partitions
were added to the storage area beneath the roof overhang at the compost building
allowing for greater volumes of storage of composting materials. The drive shaft for
the compost agitator snapped in two, resulting in an extensive repair and refurbish-
ment. Cracks in the parking lot were sealed. The fifth, and final, self-dumping con-
tainer was refurbished and put into service.
Year-end data for the plant are as follows:
Total Flow (gals) 121,410,000
Avg. Daily Flow (gals) 333,417
Percent ofAvg. Daily Flow to Design Capacity (%) 48
Pounds ofTSS to the Treatment Plant (lbs) 458,896
Pounds ofTSS out to the Pemi (lbs) 40,240
Efficiency of Removal of Solids (%) 91
Pounds ofBOD to the Treatment Plant (lbs) 505,735
Pounds ofBOD out to the Pemi (lbs) 23,460
Efficiency of Removal ofBOD (%) 95
Total Septage Processed (gals) 568,225
Revenue from Septage ($) $40,258.28
Dry Metric Tons of Sludge (m.t.) 118





WATER QUALITY TEST RESULTS
As of 1987, State Law requires that all Community Water Systems must notify its
customers in writing, on an annual basis, of all factors of water quality for which tests
have been made.
Below are those results for tests conducted on typical treated water being deliv-
ered to District customers. Date of water sampling was July 24, 2000.
Test Name State Standard Actual Test Result
Well #1 Well #2
1. Arsenic <0.05 mg/1 <001 mg/1 <001 mg/1
2. Barium <2.0 mg/1 .0243 mg/1 .0304 mg/1
3. Beryllium <0.004 mg/1 <.002 mg/1 <.002 mg/1
4. Cadmium <0'.005 mg/1 <001 mg/1 <.001 mg/;
5. Chromium <0. 10 mg/1 <.005 mg/; <.005 mg/1
6. Copper <1.3mg/.* <.05 mg/1 <.05 mg/1
7. Iron <0.30 mg/1* <.05 mg/1 .884 mg/1
8. Lead <0.015mg/l <.005 mg/1 <.005 mg/1
9. Mercury <0.002 mg/1 <.001 mg/1 <001 mg/1
10. Nickel <0. 10 mg/1 <.005 mg/1 <.005 mg/1
1 1 . Selenium <.0.05 mg/1 <.005 mg/1 <.005 mg/1
12. Silver <0. 10 mg/1* <.01 mg/1 <.01 mg/1
13. Sodium <250.0 mg/1 43.3 mg/1 57.6 mg/1
14. Thallium <.002 mg/1 <.001 mg/1 <.001 mg/1
15. Zinc <5.0 mg/1* .0198 mg/1 .054 mg/1
16. Alkalinity No Standard 21.8 mg/1 14.5 mg/1
17. Chloride <250.0 mg/1 77 mg/1 110 mg/1
18. Fluoride 4.0 mg/1 <.20 mg/1 <.20 mg/1
19. Total Hardness No Standard 57.3 mg/1 65.7 mg/1
20. pH, untreated 5.9 SU 5.9 SU
2 1 . pH, treated 6.5-8.5 7.4 SU 7.4 SU
22. Specific Cond. No Standard 321 uMHO 439 uMHO
23. Sulfate 250 mg/1 1 6 mg/1 23 mg/1
24. Turbidity <1.0NTU <1.0NTU <1.0NTU
25. Cyanide <0.20 mg/1 <.05 mg/1 <.05 mg/1
26. Manganese 0.05 mg/1* .0906 mg/1 .22 mg/1
27. Antimony <.006 mg/1 <.002 mg/1 <.002 mg/1
28. Calcium Hardness No Standard 36 mg/1 50.4 mg/1
29. Nitrate <10.0 mg/1 .24 mg/1 .45 mg/1
30. Nitrite < 1.0 mg/1 <.05 mg/1 <.05 mg/1
31. SOC's (synthetic organic chem) Varies ND ND
32. VOC's (volatile organic chem) Varies ND ND
33. Radon Gas 3000 EPA Proposed 2400 pci/1 2100 pci/1
34. Odor Threshold 3.0 TON ND ND
35. Corrosivity No Standard -0.18 -1.5
W16
Test Result Notes: ND = None Detected
* = Secondary Standard
< = less than
General Note: District personnel test for Total Coliform Bacteria each month at six
selected sites. Results are acceptable except when noted. The low pH of the raw well
water is being raised to a range of 7.0 to 8.0 pH units by the use of sodium hydrox-
ide solution to lessen corrosion.
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Annual District Meeting
Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District
March 13 and 15,2001
MINUTES
A legal meeting of the Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District, Plymouth, NH was
held at the Plymouth Elementary School gymnasium on Tuesday, March 13, 2001.
Moderator Leonard Sawyer opened the meeting at 8:00 o'clock in the forenoon and
read Article 1 of the Warrant, which was to be voted upon by printed ballot during the
voting hours of 8:00 AM through 7:00 PM.
It was voted to dispense with the reading ofArticles 2 through 14 until 7:00 o'clock
in the evening of March 15, 2001, at which time the second session of the Annual
Meeting would be held at the Plymouth Elementary School.
The polls were closed to voting on Article 1 at 7:00 PM and the counting of the
ballots commenced. After the counting of the ballots was completed, Mr. Sawyer
announced the results as follows:
Total Votes Cast - 430
ARTICLE 1: DISTRICT OFFICERS
Commissioner for Three Years - "Dick" Flanders - 230
Moderator for one Year - Leonard S. Sawyer - 374
DELIBERATIVE SESSION
The second session of a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Plymouth Village
Water & Sewer District was held at the Plymouth Elementary School on Thursday,
March 15, 2001 at 7:00 o'clock in the evening. Moderator Leonard Sawyer opened
the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance. It was voted to dispense with the reading
of the full Warrant and to take each Article in order.
ARTICLE 2: FAIRGROUNDS ROAD AREA SEWER EXTENSION - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Five
Hundred Seventy Seven Thousand One Hundred Seventy Dollars ($1,577,170.00) for
the purpose of constructing sewerage and sewerage appurtenances in the area of
Fairgrounds Road to the District boundary; to be raised by borrowing on the credit of
the District through the issuance of notes and bonds of the District in compliance with
the New Hampshire Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:8, and to authorize the
Commissioners to apply for, accept, and expend on behalf of the District such State
and Federal aid as may be available for such purposes. This will be a non-lapsing
account pursuant to RSA 32:7(VI) and will not lapse until this project is completed or
in five years, whichever is less. The Commissioners recommend this appropriation.
(Two-thirds ballot vote required. Polls to be open for one hour.)
Voted by ballot vote to raise and appropriate $1,577,170.00 for the above stated
purpose.
YES - 28 NO - 9
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ARTICLE 3: WATER VEHICLE AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund, under provisions
of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of Water Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Replacement;
and to appropriate the sum of Eighteen Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars
($18,750.00) to be placed in this fund; and to authorize the transfer of Eighteen
Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($18,750.00) from the December 31, 2000
water fund balance for this purpose; and to vote to appoint the Board of
Commissioners as agents to expend. The Commissioners recommend this appropria-
tion. Majority vote required.
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate and transfer the sum of $18,750.00
for the above stated purpose and appointed the Commissioners as agents to expend.
ARTICLE 4: ADDITION TO THE WATER MAIN CONSTRUCTION AND RE-
CONSTRUCTION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($50,000.00) to be added to the Water Main Construction and Reconstruction
Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Commissioners recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 for
the above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 5: ADDITION TO THE WELL #2 MOTOR REPLACEMENT CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of Two Thousand Dollars
($2,000.00) to be added to the Well #2 Motor Replacement Capital Reserve Fund pre-
viously established; and authorize the transfer of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00)
from the December 31, 2000 water fund balance for this purpose. The commission-
ers recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate and transfer the sum of $2,000.00
to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for Well #2 Motor Replacement.
ARTICLE 6: ADDITION TO THE UPPER PUMP STATION UPGRADE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000.00) to be added to the Upper Pump Station Upgrade Capital Reserve Fund
previously established; and to authorize the transfer of Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000.00) from the December 31, 2000 water fund balance for this purpose. The
commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate and transfer the sum of $5,000.00
for the above stated purpose.
ARTICLE 7: REHABILITATION/REPLACEMENT .3MGD WATER STORAGE
TANK CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund, under the pro-
visions of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of Rehabilitation/Replacement .3 MGD Water
Storage Tank; and to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars
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($15,000.00) to be placed in this fund; and to vote to appoint the commissioners as
agents to expend. The commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund and raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 for the above stated purpose and appoint the com-
missioners as agents to expend.
ARTICLE 8: ADDITION TO THE BRIDGE STREET SEWER MAIN RECON-
STRUCTION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
($10,000.00) to be added to the Bridge Street Sewer Main Reconstruction Capital
Reserve Fund previously established; and to authorize the transfer of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00) from the December 31, 2000 sewer fund balance for this pur-
pose. The commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate and transfer $10,000.00 for the
Bridge Street Sewer Main Reconstruction Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 9: WASTEWATER VEHICLE AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT REPLACE-
MENT CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund, under provisions
of RSA 35:1, for the purpose of Wastewater Vehicle and Heavy Equipment
Replacement; and to appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00) to
be placed in this fund; and to authorize the transfer of Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($15,000.00) from the December 31, 2000 sewer fund balance for this purpose; and
vote to appoint the commissioners as agents to expend. The commissioners recom-
mend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate and transfer $15,000.00 for the
Wastewater Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Replacement Capital Reserve Fund and
appoint the commissioners as agents to expend.
ARTICLE 10: ADDITION TO THE WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
EXPANSION AND UPGRADE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars
($30,000.00) to be added to the Wastewater Treatment Facility Expansion and
Upgrade Capital Reserve Fund, previously established; and to authorize the transfer of
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000.00) from the December 31, 2000 sewer fund bal-
ance for this purpose. The commissioners recommend this appropriation . (Majority
vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate and transfer $30,000.00 for the above
stated purpose.
ARTICLE 11: RESCINDMENT OF THE TENNEY MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY
WATER LINE EXTENSION - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to rescind the affirmative vote on Article 4 of the
Warrant for the Annual Meeting on March 11, 1999, wherein the District voted to
raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) for the pur-
pose of adding an amount to a previous appropriation, through the issuance of notes
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and bonds, for the Tenney Mountain Highway water line extension project. (Majority
vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to rescind the affirmative vote on Article 4 of the
Warrant for the annual Meeting on March 11, 1999.
ARTICLE 12: AUTHORIZATION TO CONVEY DISTRICT PROPERTY -
PASSED
To see if the District will authorize the commissioners to convey property of the
District, real or personal, by deed, lease, bill of sale, or otherwise upon terms and con-
ditions as they determine to be appropriate. (Majority vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to so authorize.
ARTICLE 13: OPERATING EXPENSES - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million
Seven Hundred Seventy Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Sixty One Dollars
($1,777,861.00) for the operating budgets of the water and wastewater divisions for
the year 200 1 . Said sum does not include warrant articles addressed. The commis-
sioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Voted by affirmative voice vote to appropriate the sum of $1,777,861.00 for the
operating expenses of the District for 2001.
ARTICLE 14:TRANSACTION OF OTHER BUSINESS
To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Marlene Stuart suggested that the Annual Meeting for the Plymouth Village Water
& Sewer District be moved to a different night because of the lateness of the two pre-
ceding nights. Discussion ensued. The Board agreed to look at the statutes and change
to another week, if possible.
At this time it was voted to recess the meeting until the close of voting on Article
2 at 8:35PM.
At 8:35 PM the meeting was resumed and the ballot box with the votes on Article
2 was opened and the votes were counted.






Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street ; Concord » New Hampshire • 03301-5063 « 603-225-6996 « FAX-224-1380
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ONANAUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
PERFORMED INACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAUDITING STANDARDS
To the Members of the
Board of Commissioners
Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District
Plymouth, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District as of and for
the year ended December 31, 2001, and have issued our report thereon which was qualified as indicated
therein dated January 11, 2002. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Compliance
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District's
financial statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grants; noncompliance with which could have a direct and
material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on
compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our audit and, accordingly, we do not express
such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance that are required to
be reported under Government Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit, we considered the Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District's
internal control over financial reporting in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control
over financial reporting. Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control over financial reporting that might be material
weaknesses. A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the
internal control components does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that misstatements in
amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur and not
be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control over financial reporting and its operation
that we consider to be material weaknesses.
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Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District
Independent Auditor's Report on the Internal Control Structure Based on an Audit of General-
Purpose Financial Statements Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing Standards
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and federal awarding agencies














THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WARRANT FOR THE 2002 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
PLYMOUTH VILLAGE WATER & SEWER DISTRICT
To the inhabitants of the Plymouth Village Water & Sewer District qualified to vote in District
affairs:
You are notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School, on Tuesday, the 12th day of March,
next polls to be open for voting on Article 1 at 8:00 o'clock in the forenoon and to close not earlier than
7.00 o'clock in the evening, and you are hereby notified to meet at the Pease Public Library on Thursday,
the 14
th
day of March, next, at 7:00 o'clock in the evening to act upon the remaining articles of this
Warrant.
Article 1 : To elect all District Officers who will appear on the official District ballot
Deliberative Session
Article 2: To see if the District will vote to add to existing Capital Reserve Funds under the
provisions ofRSA 35: 1 for the following purposes and appropriate the respective sums totaling Thirty
Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($38,750) and to authorize the transfer of Thirty Eight
Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($38,750) from the December 3 1, 2001 water fund balance to be
placed in said funds; and vote to appoint the commissioners as agents to expend.
Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Replacement $18,750
Replace/Rehabilitate .3 MGD Storage Tank $20,000
The commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Article 3: To see ifthe District will vote to addto existing Capital Reserve Funds under the
provisions ofRSA 35: 1 for the following purposes and appropriate the respective sums totaling Thirty Five
Thousand Dollars ($35,000) and to authorize the transfer of Thirty Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000) from
the December 3 1, 2001 sewer fund balance to be placed in said funds; and vote to appoint the
commissioners as agents to expend.
Vehicle and Heavy Equipment Replacement $15,000
Sewer Main Relocation $10,000
Treatment Facility Expansion and Upgrade $10,000
The commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Article 4: To see if the District will vote to establish or add to existing Capital Reserve Funds
under the provisions ofRSA 35: 1 for the following purposes and raise and appropriate the respective sums
totaling Fifty One Thousand Dollars ($5LO00) to be placed in saidfunds:
Upper Station Upgrade $ 5,000
Water Main Replacement $45,000
Computer Upgrade $ 1,000
The commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Article 5: To see if the District will vote to establish an Expendable Trust Fund under the
provisions ofRSA 3 1 : 19-a for the purpose of Storage Tank Inspection and Cleaning; and raise and
appropriate the sum ofOne Thousand Six hundred Twenty Five Dollars ($1,625) to be placed in this fund;
and vote to appoint the commissioners as agents to expend. The commissioners recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Article 6: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,000 to extend the
water main from the junction ofBatchelder and Merrill Street westerly along and to the end of Merrill
Street Extension. This will be a nonlapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7,VI and will not lapse until the
project is completed or in five years, whichever is less. (Inserted by petition) The commissioners do not
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
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Article 7: To see ifthe District will authorize the Commissioners to convey property ofthe
District, real or personal, by deed, lease, bill of sale, or otherwise upon terms and conditions as they
determine to be appropriate. (Majority vote required)
Article 8: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofOne Million Eight
Hundred Fifty Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Ninety Five Dollars ($1,858,795) for the operating budgets
ofthe water and wastewater divisions for the year 2002. Said sum does not include warrant articles
addressed The commissioners recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Article 9: To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands this 19* day of February 2002.
John J. McCormack Jr., Chairman
JudithA D'Aleo
Richard A. Flanders Jr.





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DrvlSION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET FORM FOR VILLAGE DISTRICTS
DATE OF MEETING: March 14, 2002 ^^
VILLAGE DISTRICT: Plymouth Village Water & Sewer DistCounty: Grafton
In the Town(s) Of: Plymouth
Mailing Adiress: 227 Old North Main Street
Plymouth, NH 03264-1624
Phone #: 536-1733 Fax #: 536-1734 E-Mailiwatergcoopresources .net
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA32:5 applicable to all municipalities
1
1 . Use this form to list tne entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must he posted with the warrant. Another copy must he placed on
rile with the village district clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above
i address.
I
This is to certify that this budget was posted, with the warrant on the (date) February 20, 2002
GOVERNING BODY (COMMISSIONERS)
Please sign in ink.
John J. McCormack Jr.
Judith A. D'Aleo
Richard A. Flanders Jr.
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Budget - Village District OfPlymouth Village Water & FY 2002
Sewer District
MS-36
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS NARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acct.# (RSA 32:3,V) ART.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (recommended) (hot recommended)
GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4130-4139 8 74,592 72,905 75,934
41S0-41S1 Financial Administration 8 46.324 43.387 49,518
4153 Leqal Expense^ 8 4,000 261 4,000
4155-4159 Personnel Administration 8 343,376 328,714 381,287
4194 Oanaral Oovarnnant Buildinqs
4196 Insurance 8 16,175 12,805 16,601
4197 Advertising a Regional Assoc.
4199 Other Oanaral Government





4299 Other Public Safety
HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx




SANITATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4321-4323 Admin. a Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid w»ste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-up
4326-4329 Sawaqe Coll. a Disposal 6 Othar 8 219.602 145,772 197,702
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
tin Administration
MH Hater 3ervic«s 8 84.651 78.518 82.203
4115 Water Treatment 8 16.500 14.912 16.500
Oll-O)*
Wellhead Protection
Weter Conservation t Other 8 7,000
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411-4414 Administration 4 Past Control
CULTURE 6t RECREATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4520-4529 Parks a Recreation
4589 Othar Culture t Recreation
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR Prior Year As Expenditures
Acct# (RSA 32:3,V) ARTJ Approved by DRA Prior Year
APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4711 Frinc . - Long Tarm Bonds t Notaa 8 562.047 562.04ft S62.4S4
4721 Intareat-Long Tin Bonda k Notaa 9 368.944 339,909 353,421
4723 Inc. on Tax Anticipation Notaa
4790-47JJ Othar Oabt Sarviea
CAPITAL OUTLAY XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
HH Land & Xjaproveaanta
4»> Machinery, vehicle* t Equipment 8 11,650 11,789 12,675
4*03 BuJJLdlnoB^^
()»l Improvement, Othar Than Bldga 8 30,000 2,545 99,500
OPERATING TRANSFERS UT XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
tau To Spacial Ravanua Fund
taxi To Capital Projacta Fund
(Ml To Proprietary Fund
ins To Capital Reserve Fund
tau To Truat and Agency Fundi
SUBTOTAL 1 1,777.861 1.613.563 1.858.795
:i you hava a lina itam of appropriatione from nor* than on* warrant articla, plaaaa uaa tha apaea balow to identify the
lake -up of tha tha lina total for tha anauing year.
Acct. # Warr.
Art. #








Special warrant articles ara daflnad in USA 32t3.VX, aa appropriation 1) in petitioned warrant article!,- 2) appropriation!
raised by bonda or notee ; 3) appropriating to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such aa capital raaarva funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapaing or nontranaferable
article.
Appropriations
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year At





ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
4915 Vehicle/Heavy Equipmt 18.750 18.750 18,750
ITHi! .3 MGD Water TankVehicle/Heavy Equipmt
M Sever Main RelocationTreatment Facility J8: JSi mm.
mi Upper Station UpgradWater Main Replacement JB88 fc j&
4915 Computer Upgrade 1,000
4916 Storage Tank Inspection 5 1,625
4909 Merrill St Water Ext 34,000
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 126.375 xxxxxxxxx
'INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES'
Individual* warrant articles ere not necessarily the same aa 'special warrant article!. Kxaaples of individual





PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As





ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
{RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
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Budget - Village District Of Plymouth Village Water & FY 2002
Sewer District
MS-36









TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3190 Intereat 6 Penaltiea on Delinquent Taxes
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 2.731 2.731 2.731
3354 Water Pollution Grant 574,391 574,391 551.321
3359
Source Water Grant
Othar (Including Railroad Tax) 5,945
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX




MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sala of %'illaoe District Property 200 5Q ?on
3502 Intaraat on Investments 73,000 49,614 49,200
3503-3509 Other 27,715 33,115 29,942
DNTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Special Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Projects Funds 115.821 115.821 US. 821
3914 From Proprietary Funds
3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust 6 Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3934 Proc. from Long Term Bonds 6 Motes 1,577,170
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus") 80,750 80,750 73.750
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce ' 'axes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS 3,500,781 1,854,464 1,985,170
'BUDGET SUMMARY"
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended Hrom_nage_3_)_ 1,858,795
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Artlclea Recommended (from page 4)
SUBTOTAL 3 'Individual' Warrant Artlclaa Recommended (from page 4)
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended
Least Amount of Rstimatad Revenues 6 Credit s (from above)

















































The Plymouth School Board has spent a considerable amount of time this year
assessing short and long term capital needs for our building and the grounds.
Our building is now twelve (12) years old. It is still the "new school" to many of
us but time has moved along. These past few years we have repainted most of the inte-
rior of the building, replaced carpeting and flooring in many areas and done the nec-
essary primary repairs and preventative maintenance that have helped keep our school
looking as good today as the day we opened in September of 1990.
The Board has discussed the community's need for a public emergency location.
Our school would be a natural location for such a gathering in the case of a local, state
or national catastrophe. In such a situation we may need the ability to generate our
own power. That would require an emergency generator. We have discussed this need
with our Fire Chief and have researched grant possibilities to fund such a purchase. At
this time no appropriate grant opportunities are available. The cost of an emergency
generator capable of providing for our community's needs is estimated to be approxi-
mately $60,000 dollars. The School Board did not include this item in our budget due
to the overall condition of the Plymouth tax-rate but such an expenditure by our towns-
people in the near future would be in the Boards opinion, prudent.
Other long term needs that should be addressed over the next eight to ten years
are.
*Upgrading/replacing items on the playground.
*Replacing the 10,000 gallon underground storage tank.
*Replacing the roof.
*Resealing the parking lot.
*Continued funding for furniture/flooring replacement.
Beginning in FY 1997 the Board sought to build a Capital Reserve Account so as
to offset the financial impact of these projects. As of June 30, 2001 the account holds
$81,723.04. Due to the impact on taxes there was no contribution made during this
current fiscal year and there is no contribution included in the budget drafted for FY
2003. The account is expected to earn interest of approximately $4,000.00 during this
Fiscal year.
The present members of the Board and citizens who have and will serve on the
School Board certainly respect and appreciate the sacrifices all townspeople have
made in providing the best educational facility and atmosphere possible. All of us are
recognizably proud of our school facility and hope it continues to serve not only as
our school, but also a recreational and community center, meeting place and the heart
of this wonderful community.
Sincerely, The Plymouth School Board
Chair Barbara Boyle
Tim Naro, Wilma Hyde, Mike Bullek, Chris Mumford
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Plymouth qualified to vote
in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School in said




To elect all School District officers which appear on the official
school district ballot for the ensuing year.
2. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40: 1 3 to allow official ballot
voting on all issues before -he Plymouth School District?
Polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.
Given under our hands at said Plymouth the17th day of February, 2002.
Timothy M. Naro Wilma A. Hyde
Christopher Mumford Barbara A. Boyle
Michael D. Bullek
A true copy of warrant attest:
Timothy M. Naro Wilma A. Hyde




This has been an outstanding year for education in SAU 48. Several reasons con-
tribute to this statement.
Nearly all of our schools have improved their performance on the New Hampshire
Educational Improvement and Assessment Program. This is a result of the diligence
of our teachers and the efforts of our principals and administrators. Our curriculum is
aligned with the New Hampshire frame works that assists teachers in providing
instruction that supports students in their efforts to do well on the State testing pro-
gram. Additionally this year we have started to have our principals chair curriculum
committees in grades K-12. This has enhanced communications between our schools
and contributed to the knowledge base of what is needed from one grade to another.
Our principals and teachers have a keen interest in student success and this structure
has provided a means to develop a smooth flow of instruction as students progress
through the grades.
We not only participate in the NHEIAP, but we also do standardized testing at a
variety of grade levels. This provides us with valid and reliable information to com-
pare how our students are doing nationally. As a result we have found that our students
are making significant progress in reading and mathematics. These curricula areas
represent the foundation of student success. Our monitoring of this progress is crucial
to students becoming productive and contributing adults.
Our technology programs at the elementary level have now reached the point
where many of our students entering high school can select electives rather than tak-
ing repetitive course work. Students have learned the basics of computers, keyboard-
ing, word processing, and been exposed to spreadsheets and databases. This will allow
them to take advantage of these skills in a variety of courses. They will also have a
degree more flexibility in their schedules. Those students still needing basic comput-
er instruction or even keyboarding will still have the opportunity to take those cours-
es in the high school.
The SAU has developed a new professional development plan for our teachers. It
is very different than in the past. Previously teachers simply took courses and work-
shops that didn't necessarily support increased student achievement. The new plan
provides a connection between student performance and achievement and teacher
learning and training. It asks for a connection between teacher professional develop-
ment activities and increased student learning in the classroom. Teachers can even
identify specific student improvement areas and focus on increasing student perfor-
mance in those areas through individual and group efforts with other teachers. This
collaboration and direct connection to the classroom will not only improve teacher
skills, but will have significant impact on student learning.
I want to thank our board members who sacrifice so much in order to contribute
time and effort to support our schools and their ultimate goal of ensuring the success
of our students. Also many thanks go to the innumerable parents and community
members who support our schools through thick and thin. We are very fortunate to
have communities that value quality education for their young people.
Respectfully Submitted,




The following is the 2001 report of the health services at Plymouth Elementary
School.
Assessing the health concerns of all of the student's remains the chief goal of the
program. Particular attention is paid to those children with identified disabilities. This
includes learning as well as physical disabilities. Keeping health records and immu-
nizations updated are also important to ensure a proper health program. Over the past
year many referrals were made for vision and hearing defects as well as referrals for
orthopedic, dental, and a variety of physical problems. Approximately 500 students
are provided with access to health services.
During the 2001 school year, about 122 sport physicals were performed by
Plymouth Pediatrics. In May an immunization clinic was held to administer measles,
mumps and rubella vaccine to incoming seventh graders. State law requires this boost-
er. A total of 36 students received this vaccine. Pemi Baker Home Health Agency
administered the clinic. Because of a national shortage of the Diphtheria Tetanus vac-
cine, we were unable to provide this immunization to eighth graders, as has been the
custom for the past few years. In November, 49 staff members received the flu vac-
cine. Speare Memorial Hospital provides this service.
Barbara Laverack provided a dental screening and cleaning program through
Speare Memorial Hospital. A total of 503 students were screened; 132 signed up for
cleaning and fluoride; 105 referrals were made to a dentist; and 9 qualified for restora-
tive treatment under the Speare Memorial Hospital School Dental Health Program. In
addition, 52 children in grades one and two participated in a fluoride rinse program.
This past fall and spring we offered bicycle and ski helmets at a reduced price. This
program is sponsored by NH SAFE KIDS Coalition in partnership with the Center for
Injury Prevention.
In November 28 staff members participated in a Heart Health Assessment spon-
sored in the NH Health Trust in partnership with the Elliott Hospital.
SAU #48 school nurses continue to meet monthly to share information, monitor
and update policies and programs as needed.







TO THE CITIZENS OF THE PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT:
Plymouth Elementary School opened its doors in September with an enrollment
almost identical to that of the last few years, approximately 510 students.
Plymouth Elementary officially became a Community of Caring School. This
involves continued training for staff and reinforcement of five core values: caring,
respect, responsibility, trust and family. These values are integrated daily into the
teaching and practices of the school community. Many of our students and faculty
have extended these values with a variety of community service projects.
Special recognition should be given to the Plymouth Middle School Student
Council. For several years they have been highly involved in a project with the Town
of Plymouth recycling paper and other materials. Our Student Council was named by
the New Hampshire Governor's Council Recycling Program as the Best of the Best for
Recycling Programs in Schools for the State ofNew Hampshire. Additionally, one of
our students, Rachel Northrop (grade 7), was recognized for her outstanding work in
the "World of Recycling". In May, our Student Council sponsored the NH State
Middle School Spring Conference, hosting about 500 middle school students from
around the state.
Finally, Plymouth Elementary was recognized by the United States Department of
Education Title I Program as an Exemplary School . This recognition was based on the
academic success of our Title I students and the implementation of our Reading
Recovery Program. Plymouth Elementary qualifies for Title I because nearly forty
percent of our students meet the requirements for free and reduced lunches.
September 11th brought a somber reality to the world and to our students. The
school community responded supporting our nation and citizens by raising nearly
$2,800 for the Red Cross and by adopting a New York City Fire House by sending let-
ters and cards to the families of firemen who lost their lives.
My thanks go to the volunteers and parents involved in making PES such a won-
derful place, and to the voters of the Plymouth School District who continue to sup-





PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
Minutes
State of New Hampshire
A legal Annual Meeting of the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of
Plymouth, in the said County and State, qualified to vote in District affairs, was held
in the Plymouth Elementary School gymnasium on the eighth day of March, 2001, at
7:00 o'clock in the evening. Originally scheduled for March 5, 2001, the meeting was
postponed until March 8, 2001 by the Moderator, Robert B. Clay, due to inclement
weather. Mr. Clay called the meeting to order and led those present in the Pledge of
Allegiance to the flag.
A motion was made to waive the reading of the warrant in its entirety and to take
each Article one at a time. It was voted, by affirmative voice, to do so.
ARTICLE 1: ACCEPTANCE OF REPORTS - PASSED
To see what action the District will take relative to the reports of agents, auditors,
committees and officers.
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to accept said reports.
ARTICLE 2: CONTINGENCY FUND: UNANTICIPATED EXPENSES - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund in accordance with
Revised Statutes Annotated 198:4-b, such contingency fund to meet the cost of unan-
ticipated expenses that may arise during the school year and, further to see if the
District will raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for such
contingency fund. (The School Board recommends this Appropriation.) Majority vote
required.).
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to establish such a contingency fund and to so
raise and appropriate said sum of five thousand dollars.
ARTICLE 3: FUNDING FOR SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS - PASSED
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four million six
hundred three thousand eight hundred and four dollars ($4,603,804) for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for the school district officials, employees and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District which also includes
the sum found in Article 2. (The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
(Majority vote required.).
Voted, by affirmative voice vote, to so raise and appropriate said sum of four mil-
lion six hundred three thousand eight hundred four dollars for the above stated pur-
poses.
ARTICLE 4: DISCUSSION OF SENATE BILL 2
Chairman of the School Board, Tim Naro, stated that the Board enjoys the bud-
get meeting process, the discussion and Annual Meeting as it is. As in the past, the
Board did not support this change. Patrice Scott spoke in support of official ballot vot-
ing, noting that a relatively small number of people had just passed a four million dol-
S9
lar budget leaving those who could not attend the meeting unable to vote on every
warrant article.
ARTICLE 5: NEW BUSINESS
John Wood asked if the board was unanimous in their opposition to Senate Bill 2.
He was told this was the case. There was no further business and the meeting was
adjourned at 7:08 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Kathleen Latuch
Plymouth School District Clerk
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
GRZELAK AND COMPANY, P.C.
Certified Public Accountants
Members - American Institute of CPA's
Members - New Hampshire Society of CPA's
Post Office Box 8
Laconia, New Hampshire 03247
Tel 524-6734 Fax 524-6071
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the School Board
Plymouth School District
Plymouth, New Hampshire 03264
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Plymouth School District as of and for
the year ended June 30, 2001, as listed in the table of contents. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Plymouth School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-purpose financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the general-purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amounts that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group are not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general-purpose financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the Plymouth School District as of June 30, 2001, and the results of its operations for the year
then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements taken as a
whole. The individual and combining fund financial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-purpose financial statements of
the Plymouth School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of
the general-purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general«purpose financial statements taken as a whole.




A copy of the audited financial statements and other financial information for the
2000-2001 fiscal year may be reviewed at the Superintendent's Office.
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PLYMOUTH SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL EDUCATION ACTUAL EXPENDITURES REPORT
perRSA32:ll-A












STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION





Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Fiscal Year From
JULY 1, 2002 to JUNE 30, 2003
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list ALL APPROPRIATIONS in the appropriate recommended and not
recommended area. This means the operating budget and all special and individual
warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy
must be placed on file with the school district clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of
Revenue Administration at the address above.
Certified That Budget Was Posted With Warrant on (Date)
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS: PLEASE SIGN ABOVE IN INK
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
S14











































SUPPORT SERVICES (2000-2999) XXXXXXXXXX










| School Board Contingency

















Operation & Maintenance of Plant
226,984 00
Student Transportation
Support Service, Central & Other
NON-JNSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES





















5110 Debt Service - Principal















5220-5221 To Food Service 266,310.00
41,305.00
247,'
5222-5229 To Other Special Revenue 39,.
5230-5239 To Capital Projects
5251 To Capital Reserves 10,000.00
5252 To Expendable Trust ('see pg.3)
5253 To Non-Expendable Trusts
5254 To Agency Funds
5300-5399 Intergovernmental Agency Alloc
SUPPLEMENTAL
DEFICIT











Budflftl School District of Plymouth FY20Q5 MS26
PLEASE PROVIDE FURTHER DETAIL
Amount of line 5252 which Is for Health Maintenance Trust $ (see RSA 198 20-c,V)
hMpI W« »»K your BMlatance in the following: If you have a line Item of appropriations from more than one warrant article,
uee the space below to Identify the make-up of the line total for the ensuing year.
Acct. # Acct. # Warr
Art #
Amount
'** SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Speoai warrant articles are defined in RSA 32 3. VI. as appropriations 1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations raised by
bonds or notes 3) appropriations to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trust funds;
4) an appropriation designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article.























XXXXXXXXXXSUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXX
.
'** INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES"
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special warrant articles". Examples of individual warrant
articles might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature you wish to address individually.






Warr for Year 7/1/2000















1100. 1210. 1215. Collective Bargaining (Teachers)





XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX 1" 179.383.oqt XXXXXXXXXX j
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REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx
3210 School Building Aid
3220 Kindergarten Aid
3230 Catastropic Aid
3240-3249 Vocational Aid i
3250 Adult Education
3260 Child Nutrition
3270 Driver Education -— —





REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX







222.948.004560 Child Nutrition 222,948 00
\
4570 Disabilities Programs
4580 Medicaid Distribution 60,000.00 60.000.00
4590-4999 Other Federal Sources (except 4810) 8,940.00 8,940.00 8.940.00
4810 Federal Forest Reserve
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
5110-5139 Sale of Bonds or Notes
6221 Transfer from Food Service Special Rev Fund
S222 Transfer from Other Special Revenue Funds
5230 Transfer from Capital Project Funds





















OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (Cont'd)
5252 Transfer from Expendable Trust Funds
5253 Transferfrorn Non-Expendable Trust Funds
5300-5699 Other Financing Sources
\- - r-
Unreserved Fund Balance
This Section for Calculation of RAN's
(Reimbursement Anticipation Notes) Per RSA
198:20-D for Catastrophic Aid Borrowing
RAN. Revenue This FY less
RAN, Revenue Last FY
= NET RAN
Supplemental Appropriation (Contra)
Voted from Fund Balance
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS
23,720.00 0.00
2,447,151 00 2,309,584 00 729,148.00
BUDGET SUMMARY
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 2)
SUBTOTAL 2 Special Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 3)
4,933,807.00
0.00
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 3J^
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended
Lees: Amount of Estimated Revenues & Credits (from above)
Less: Amount of Cost of Adequate Education (State Tax/Grant)*
Estimated Amount of Local Taxes to be Raised For Education





" Note: You will also be required to pay a State Education Tax RSA 76:3 and you may be required to pay
an additional excess education tax in the amount of $
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Plymouth, in the County of Grafton, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Elementary School on Monday, the fourth day of
March, 2002 at 7:00 o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1: To see what action the District will take relative to the reports of agents, auditors,
committees and officers.
Article 2: To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund in accordance with
Revised Statutes Annotated 1 98:4-b, such contingency fund to meet the cost of
unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and, further, to see if the
District will raise and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for such
contingency fund. (The School Board recommends this Appropriation.) (Majority vote
required.)
Article 3: To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Plymouth School District and the
Plymouth Educational Support Personnel Association which calls for the following









And further to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-five thousand five hundred
seventy-eight dollars ($35,578) for the 2002-2003 fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the
appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The School Board
recommends this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
To see if the District will vote to approve the cost items included in the collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Plymouth School District and the






And further to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred thirty-eight thousand,
eight hundred five dollars ($138,805) for the 2002-2003 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional costs to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of
the appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year. The School
Board recommends this appropriation. (Majority vote required.)
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Article 5: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four million nine
hundred thirty-three thousand eight hundred seven dollars ($4,933,807) for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries for the school district officials, employees and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District which also includes
the sums found in Articles 2,3, and 4. (The School Board recommends this
appropriation.) (Majority vote required.)
Article 6: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to initiate a dialogue with
Plymouth State College for the purposes of seeking potential reimbursement for
educational services.
Article 7: To discuss Senate Bill 2 which will be voted on by official ballot at the polls on March
12, such ballot question to read: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow
official ballot voting on all issues before the School District?" (Submitted by Petition)
(60% vote required)
Article 8: To transact any further business which may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 17th day of February in the year of our Lord two thousand and two.
Timothy M. Naro Wilma A. Hyde
Barbara A. Boyle Michael D. Bullek
Christopher Mumford
A true copy of warrant attest:
Timothy M. Naro Wilma A. Hyde





February 7: Annual Pemi-Baker Regional School District Meeting—
Deliberative session only - voting will be held on March 12th (RSA
40:13). Plymouth Regional High School - 6:30 PM
March 1 : Last day for veterans to file for permanent tax credit with the
Selectmen's Office.
March 1 : Last day for eligible residents to file for permanent elderly exemption
and/or blind exemption with the Selectmen's Office.
March 4: Annual Plymouth School District Meeting - Deliberative Session
The annual meeting to vote on the Plymouth School District 2002-
2003 budget. Plymouth Elementary School - 7:00 PM
March 12: Annual Town Meeting - Election Day - at Plymouth Elementary
School -8:00 AM -7:00 PM
March 12: Voting on Pemi-Baker School District Budget - RSA 40: 13 -
Plymouth Elementary School - 8:00 AM - 7:00 PM
March 13: Annual Town Meeting - Deliberative Session
Plymouth Elementary School - 7:00 PM
March 14: Annual Plymouth Village Water and Sewer District Meeting
Pease Public Library - 7:00 PM (lower level meeting room)
April 1: All real property assessed to owner this date.
April 15: Last day for property owners to file Inventory with the Selectmen.
Mandatory requirement under RSA 74-7.
April 15: Last day to file Current Use application with Selectmen's Office.
April 30: Dog tax due. Licenses available from the Town Clerk with proof of
rabies vaccination.
May 1: Bicycle plates due. Licenses available from the Police Department.
July 1: Fiscal year begins.
Special Fourth Class Rate - Books
ORAt e
